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Abstract 

This Ph.D. dissertation explores the relationship between monetary policy, corporate 

investment, and economic policy uncertainty (EPU). Specifically, we address three 

interconnected research questions.  

First, we examine the impact of conventional monetary policy on capital investment in 

contexts of high and low EPU. According to the real options approach, an increase in EPU 

is expected to have a positive effect on the value of the option to wait, encouraging firms to 

postpone their investment decisions and, as a result, depressing investment today. Building 

on this theory, we analyze whether and to what extent EPU undermines the investment-based 

transmission mechanisms of conventional monetary policy. Using a panel of U.S. public 

firms during the period 2000-2019, we estimate a panel-VAR model and find that 

expansionary monetary-policy shocks are less effective in stimulating capital investment 

when EPU is high. However, this effect is not uniform. We detect several asymmetries at the 

firm level. Particularly, in contexts of high EPU, firms with higher levels of investment 

irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and market power are less responsive to reductions 

in the policy rate.  

Second, we study the effects of unconventional monetary policy on capital investment 

in the aftermath of the Great Recession. In order to stimulate the U.S. economy at the 

effective lower bound, the Federal Reserve employed two main policy tools: quantitative 

easing (QE) and forward guidance (FG). We investigate the impact of expansionary QE and 

FG announcements on capital investment by means of a sample of U.S. public firms and the 
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panel-VAR methodology. We show that expansionary QE and FG announcements have a 

positive, but asymmetric impact on capital investment. Specifically, firms with higher 

investment irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and market power are less affected by 

unconventional monetary-policy shocks. Overall, our findings suggest that QE and FG are 

effective tools in fostering capital investment at the effective lower bound, although their 

impact is not uniform across firms.  

Third, we draw upon the Black-Scholes-Merton option-pricing model to derive testable 

hypotheses on the effects of EPU and monetary policy on R&D investment. Using a panel of 

U.S. public firms and a fixed-effects model, we show that higher (lower) EPU and 

contractionary (expansionary) monetary policy exert a positive (negative) and significant 

influence on R&D investment. We also find that the interaction between EPU and the 

monetary-policy rate negatively affects R&D investment.  

The findings of the present dissertation are relevant insofar that they shed light on several 

issues that may help fiscal and monetary authorities to gain a better understanding of the 

unintended consequences, as well as the potential collateral effects of their policies. 
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Resumen 

La presente tesis doctoral analiza la relación entre política monetaria, inversión empresarial 

e incertidumbre de política económica (IPE). En concreto, se abordan tres preguntas de 

investigación que relacionan estos tres elementos.  

En primer lugar, analizamos el impacto de la política monetaria convencional sobre la 

inversión en bienes de capital en contextos de alta y baja IPE. De acuerdo con el enfoque de 

las opciones reales, un incremento en la IPE tiene un efecto positivo sobre el valor de la 

opción de esperar, incentivando a las empresas a posponer sus inversiones y, por tanto, 

reduciendo la inversión empresarial en el presente. Partiendo de esta teoría, analizamos en 

qué medida la IPE socava los mecanismos de transmisión de la política monetaria tradicional 

que afectan a la inversión en bienes de capital. Sirviéndonos de una muestra de empresas 

cotizadas estadounidenses para el periodo 2000-2019 y de la metodología VAR para datos 

de panel, concluimos que la política monetaria expansiva es menos efectiva cuando la IPE es 

alta. Sin embargo, los efectos de dichas políticas no son uniformes, sino que existen 

asimetrías a nivel de empresa. En concreto, en contextos de alta IPE, la inversión de aquellas 

empresas con mayor irreversibilidad de la inversión, inflexibilidad operativa y poder de 

mercado es menos sensible a reducciones del tipo de interés de política monetaria.  

En segundo lugar, investigamos la influencia de la política monetaria no convencional 

sobre la inversión en bienes de capital en las postrimerías de la Gran Recesión. Con el 

objetivo de estimular la economía estadounidense después de alcanzar el llamado límite 

inferior efectivo, la Reserva Federal hizo uso dos herramientas de política no convencional: 
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la expansión cuantitativa (QE, por sus siglas en inglés) y los preanuncios monetarios (PM). 

En este capítulo, examinamos el impacto de la QE y los PM sobre la inversión en bienes de 

equipo en una muestra de empresas cotizadas estadounidenses. Los resultados indican que 

ambas políticas tienen un efecto positivo, aunque asimétrico, sobre la inversión empresarial. 

En concreto, aquellas empresas con mayor irreversibilidad de la inversión, inflexibilidad 

operativa y poder de mercado son menos sensibles a las políticas monetarias no 

convencionales. En suma, nuestro análisis sugiere que tanto la QE como los PM son 

herramientas efectivas cuando se alcanza el límite inferior efectivo, aunque los efectos 

pueden ser desiguales a nivel de empresa. 

Por último, recurrimos al modelo de valoración de opciones de Black, Scholes y Merton 

para desarrollar hipótesis testables sobre los efectos de la IPE y la política monetaria sobre 

la inversión en I+D. Partiendo de una muestra de empresas estadounidenses cotizadas y 

mediante un modelo de efectos fijos, concluimos que un incremento (reducción) en la IPE y 

una política monetaria contractiva (expansiva) ejercen una influencia positiva sobre la 

inversión en I+D. Además, nuestros resultados indican que la interacción entre la IPE y el 

tipo de interés de política monetaria tiene un efecto negativo sobre la inversión en innovación.  

Los resultados de esta tesis son relevantes en la medida en que ayudan a las autoridades 

fiscales y monetarias a tener una mejor comprensión de las consecuencias indeseadas y 

efectos colaterales de sus políticas.  
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Introduction 

Since the foundation of the Bank of England in the late seventeenth century, central banking 

and monetary policy have evolved considerably. Particularly, the last two decades have 

witnessed a dramatic change in the size and scope of central banks, moving from being 

monopolistic currency issuers and lenders of last resort to becoming active players in the 

shaping of financial markets and the economy as a whole. This shift was largely caused by 

the Great Recession, which forced central banks to resort to unconventional monetary-policy 

tools that had barely been used before to bring the economy back to growth. Yet conventional 

monetary policy has continued to be employed in times of prosperity, which suggests that 

traditional monetary policy based on fine-tuning the policy rate is still useful when the 

economy is far from the effective lower bound.  

The transmission mechanisms of both conventional and unconventional monetary policy 

seem to weaken when uncertainty rises. In contexts of high uncertainty, monetary policy is 

less effective in stimulating the economy and, specifically, capital investment (e.g., Aastveit 

et al. 2017). In contrast, uncertainty may have a positive effect on a different form of 

corporate investment: R&D investment (e.g., Dixit and Pindyck 1995). In this Ph.D. 

dissertation, we examine the relationship between monetary policy, uncertainty, and 

corporate investments in both capital assets and innovation in the United States between 2000 

and 2019. Concretely, we look at one type of uncertainty: economic policy uncertainty 

(hereinafter, EPU), which can be defined as uncertainty resulting from the economic effects 

of the actions or inactions of monetary authorities and governments (Baker et al. 2016). 
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We address three different, although interconnected, research questions. We start by 

investigating how capital investment is affected by conventional monetary policy in contexts 

of high and low EPU. In addition, we analyze the impact of unconventional monetary policy 

on capital investment in the aftermath of the Great Recession, a period of high EPU. Lastly, 

we examine the effects of EPU and monetary policy on R&D investment through the lens of 

the real options approach. Our results can be summarized as follows. First, capital investment 

is less responsive to both conventional and unconventional monetary-policy shocks in 

contexts of high EPU. This suggests that increasing EPU undermines the investment-based 

transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. Second, the effects of monetary policy are 

asymmetric at the firm level. Firms with higher levels of investment irreversibility, 

operational inflexibility, and market power are less affected by both conventional and 

unconventional monetary policy. And third, R&D investment behaves differently than capital 

investment in response EPU and monetary policy. Specifically, an increase in EPU and a 

contractionary monetary policy have a positive impact on R&D investment, encouraging 

firms to invest in innovation. 

We rely on four strands of the literature to build our theoretical framework. First, we 

review the literature on capital investment under uncertainty, which dates to Keynes’s 

General Theory (Keynes 1973). Second, we analyze the literature on the effects of monetary 

policy on the real economy, and more specifically, on capital investment. Third, we explore 

the recent studies on the effectiveness of unconventional monetary policy in the aftermath of 

the Great Recession. Finally, we look at the part of the real options literature that draws a 

parallel between R&D investments and call options.  
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We contribute to these strands of the literature by shedding light on the asymmetric 

effects of both conventional and unconventional monetary policy on capital investment in 

the presence of high EPU. Particularly, we show that these asymmetries stem from three 

firm-level characteristics: investment irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and market 

power. Furthermore, we bring together two important bodies of research which has thus far 

remained separate: one that focuses on the effects of monetary policy on real variables; and 

another that explores the asymmetric impact of uncertainty on capital investment. 

Furthermore, we employ the real options approach to provide a sound rationale that explains 

the counter-intuitive effects of EPU and monetary policy on R&D projects. Previous research 

has focused on firm-level uncertainty. Instead, we investigate the influence of an exogenous 

source of uncertainty, namely EPU. Last but not least, this is, to the best of our knowledge, 

the first piece of research to consider the joint effect of EPU and monetary policy on R&D 

investment. 

The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 1 reviews the relevant 

literature for our research. Chapter 2 examines the relationship between conventional 

monetary policy capital investment, whereas Chapter 3 addresses the effects of 

unconventional monetary policy in the aftermath of the Great Recession. Chapter 4 looks 

into how R&D investment is affected by both EPU and monetary from the real options 

perspective. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results, discusses potential policy 

implications, and provides suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter 1. Literature review 

The present Ph.D. dissertation draws upon four strands of the literature. First, we review the 

literature that analyzes the relationship between capital investment and uncertainty. Second, 

we conduct a thorough revision of the transmission mechanisms of conventional (i.e., policy-

rate-based) monetary policy, paying special attention to those affecting capital investment. 

Third, we examine the available evidence on the effects of unconventional monetary policy 

between 2008 and 2014. Finally, we explore the part of the real options literature that deals 

with R&D investment through the lens of the real options approach. 

1.1. Capital investment under uncertainty  

The literature on the determinants and behavior of corporate investment dates to the 1960s 

with the neoclassical theory of investment as developed by Jorgenson (1967). Such theory 

states that a firm will invest until the marginal product of capital be equal to the user cost of 

capital. This implies that a firm’s desired stock of capital will vary directly with the expected 

level of output and inversely with the user cost of capital.  

 Similar in essence to Jorgenson’s neoclassical theory, Tobin’s q theory of investment  

explains investment decisions using financial markets information (Tobin and Brainard 1968, 

1976).1 According to Tobin’s q theory, a firm will invest as long as the ratio between the 

market value of capital assets and its replacement cost be higher than one. Therefore, firms 

 
1 As shown by Hayashi (1982), Jorgenson’s neoclassical theory of investment with adjustment costs 

and Tobin’s and Brainard’s Q-Theory of Investment are equivalent.  
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will have the incentive to increase their capital stock when stock market prices rise, thereby 

taking advantage of new investment opportunities.  

 Since the 1980s, a large body of research has shown that Tobin’s q mechanism may be 

undermined by the potential existence of financial constraints (e.g., Aivazian et al. 2005, 

Bond and Meghir 1994, Carpenter and Guariglia 2008, Fazzari et al. 1988, Gilchrist and 

Himmelberg 1995, 1999, Hubbard et al. 1995, Melander et al. 2017, Ng and Schaller 1996, 

Pindado et al. 2011, Stiglitz and Weiss 1981, Whited 1992). On the other hand, some authors 

find no relationship between financial constraints and corporate investment (e.g., Bond et al. 

2004, Bond and Cummins 2001, Cleary 1999, Cummins et al. 2006, Erickson and Whited 

2000, Kaplan and Zingales 1997, 2000) 

 However, the neoclassical theory of investment does not consider the impact of 

uncertainty on investment decisions.2,3 As early as in 1936, Keynes pointed out that 

investment fluctuations over the business cycle result from uncertainty about the expected 

yield of capital assets (Keynes 1973). The irreversible nature of most capital investments is 

key to understanding the potential impact of uncertainty on investment. An investment in 

machinery and equipment is similar to exercising a call option insofar as it is irreversible: 

once the investment has been undertaken, the firm cannot fully recover the monetary value 

of the asset. Since uncertainty increases the value of the option to delay irreversible 

 
2 Jorgenson was aware of this limitation. In a survey of the empirical literature on aggregate 

investment, Jorgenson (1971: p. 1142) admits that “the most important open question in the study of 

investment is the integration of uncertainty into the theory and econometrics of investment”. 
3 This is not entirely true for Tobin’s q, since expectations and, as a result, uncertainty play an essential 

role in explaining investment dynamics.   
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investments, it is expected that a spike in uncertainty have a negative impact of the current 

level of investment (Abel and Eberly 1994, Bernanke 1983, Bertola and Caballero 1994, 

Caballero and Pindyck 1996, McDonald and Siegel 1986, Pindyck 1991).4 

Despite some early papers that call into question the negative effects of uncertainty on 

capital investment (Abel 1983, Hartman 1972), the standard view on the relationship between 

uncertainty and investment can be found in Dixit and Pindyck (1994), who draw upon option-

pricing theory to develop a systematic theory of investment under uncertainty.5 According to 

the authors, under irreversible investment, uncertainty over future demand, input costs, 

exchange rates, tax and regulatory policies, as well as uncertainty over the future path of 

interest rates may have a depressing effect on capital investment, as they increase the value 

of waiting for new information (i.e., the value of the option to invest in the future).6 These 

and other types of uncertainty that affect the value of the option to wait (e.g., Folta 1998, 

Vassolo et al. 2004) can be endogenous (which can be mitigated by the action of individual 

firms) or exogenous uncertainty (which cannot be controlled by firms) (Estrada et al. 2010, 

Folta and O’Brien 2004). 

 The empirical literature on the effects of uncertainty on capital investment can be 

classified into two groups, depending on whether authors use aggregate or disaggregate data. 

 
4 Abel (1983) and Veracierto (2002) show that this negative effect depends upon several assumptions 

(e.g., market structure). 
5 Other seminal works on investment under uncertainty can be found in Schwartz and Trigeorgis 

(2001). 
6 Using a continuous-time model, Ingersoll and Ross (1992) find similar results regarding the impact 

of interest-rate uncertainty on investment. 
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Table 1 shows the relationship between uncertainty and aggregate investment in a selection 

of pre-2000 papers (Carruth et al. 2000a). 
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The consensus seems to indicate that uncertainty has a negative impact on capital investment 

regardless of the proxy used to measure uncertainty. The literature since 2000 confirms these 

early findings.7 Caggiano et al. (2014) finds that uncertainty shocks (as measured by shocks 

to the VIX index) have a negative effect on U.S. aggregate investment. Moore (2017) obtains 

similar results using Australian data. Finally, Baker et al. (2016) show that an increase in 

EPU, which is measured using a newspaper-based index developed by the authors 

themselves, negatively affects aggregate investment.  

 Nonetheless, most studies examining the effects of uncertainty on capital investment 

have relied upon disaggregate data at the firm level. This approach has three main advantages 

(Carruth et al. 2000a). First, it allows to identify potential asymmetries, which are not 

captured when using aggregate data. Second, potential problems of endogeneity (and more 

specifically, simultaneity) between uncertainty and capital investment can be properly 

addressed. Finally, by using firm-level data, heterogeneity resulting from the idiosyncrasy of 

each firm can be controlled for, which makes it easier to isolate the effects of uncertainty on 

investment. 

 In this respect, the pioneering study is that of Leahy and Whited (1996), who find a weak 

negative relationship between stock volatility and investment using a panel of U.S. firms.8 

Bontempi et al. (2009) and Guiso and Parigi (1999) show that market power and investment 

 
7 The only exception is Sarkar (2000), who finds a positive relationship under certain circumstances. 
8 The importance of Leahy and Whited (1996) lies in the fact that the authors use firm-level data. 

However, it is not the first paper in using disaggregate data to test the relationship between uncertainty 

and capital investment. A few papers had used industry-level data before them (e.g., Campa 1993, 

Campa and Goldberg 1995, Ghosal and Loungani 1996, Goldberg 1993, Huizinga 1993). 
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irreversibility have a moderating effect on the relationship between uncertainty and 

investment. Bloom et al. (2007) find that the response of investment to demand shocks is 

lower when uncertainty is high due to investment irreversibility. Similarly, Bloom (2009) 

explains that uncertainty shocks affect investment via the real-options channel.  

 All these studies have something in common: they use a firm-level measure of 

uncertainty (e.g., firms’ perceptions about future product demand, volatility of stock returns, 

volatility of profits growth, etc.).9 Yet other papers focus on the effects of macroeconomic 

and policy-related uncertainty.  Kang et al. (2014) find that EPU has a depressing effect on 

capital investment. Similarly, Gulen and Ion (2016) show that irreversibility moderates the 

relationship between EPU and capital investment. Particularly, firms with higher levels of 

investment irreversibility are more impacted by increases in uncertainty. Lastly, Jens (2017) 

analyzes the impact of gubernatorial elections as a source of exogenous uncertainty on capital 

investment and finds a negative effect.  

1.2. The effects of conventional monetary policy on the economy 

Since the publication of Friedman and Schwartz (1971), the influence of conventional, 

policy-rate-based monetary policy on the real economy has been the focus of a multitude of 

theoretical and empirical studies. This influence works through several transmission 

channels, which can be divided into neoclassical (or traditional) and non-neoclassical (or 

credit-view-based) channels (Boivin et al. 2010, Mishkin 2016).  

 
9 Bloom (2009) also uses an exogenous measure of uncertainty, namely the volatility of GDP 

forecasts.  
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 Neoclassical channels are based on standard investment, consumption, and international 

trade models developed in the mid-twentieth century (Ando and Modigliani 1963, Fleming 

1962, Friedman 2008, Jorgenson 1967, Modigliani and Brumberg 2013, Mundell 1963, 

Tobin 1969). There are two main transmission mechanisms affecting investment. First, the 

traditional cost of capital channel emphasizes the importance of the short-term policy rate in 

shaping the long end of the yield curve. Since firms usually rely upon long-term borrowings 

to fund new investments, a decrease in the policy rate tends to push down long-term yields, 

with the subsequent positive impact on capital investment (Taylor 1995). Second, Tobin’s q 

mechanism works through the market value of firms (Tobin 1969). When the q ratio, which 

is calculated as the enterprise value of a firm divided by the replacement cost of capital, is 

high, firms will have the incentive to invest. Since the demand for stocks increases when 

monetary policy is eased, an expansionary shock will have a positive effect on investment.  

 The consumption-based channel suggests that monetary policy affects the new worth of 

individuals: lower interest rates lead investors to increase their demand for stocks and 

housing, which results in higher asset prices. This is turn increases the wealth of individuals, 

stimulating household consumption (Catte et al. 2004, Fair 2004). Finally, monetary policy 

influences international trade through the exchange-rate channel. Expansionary monetary 

policy tends to cause the domestic currency to depreciate, which in turn has a positive effect 

on exports and, as a result, on aggregate demand (Lee and Taylor 1994). 

 The non-neoclassical or credit-view-based channels are grounded upon the existence of 

imperfections in credit markets, such as information asymmetries. The literature on the 

impact of market imperfections in the relationship between monetary policy and real 
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variables is vast (e.g., Bernanke and Blinder 1992, Bernanke and Gertler 1995, Iacoviello 

2005, Iacoviello and Minetti 2008, Kashyap and Stein 1995, Peek and Rosengren 2012, 

Ramey 1993, Romer and Romer 1990). Within the credit view, three channels have been 

identified. The bank lending channel works through banks’ reserves. Expansionary monetary 

policy increases banks reserves and, as a result, the supply of loans, with the subsequent 

positive impact on investment (Gertler and Gilchrist 1993). The balance sheet channel 

suggests that easing monetary policy increases the net worth of firms through higher asset 

prices. This in turn reduces adverse selection and moral hazard problems, resulting in firms 

borrowing more to make new capital investments (Carlstrom et al. 2010, Cúrdia and 

Woodford 2010). Lastly, the cash flow channel shows that expansionary monetary policy 

leads to lower interest payments, freeing up resources that firms may use to undertake new 

investments  (Angelopoulou and Gibson 2009).  

 As shown, five of the channels discussed above have a direct or indirect impact on the 

corporate investment component of GDP: the traditional cost of capital channel, Tobin’s q, 

the bank lending channel, the balance sheet, and the cash flow channel. To elucidate the 

existence of firm-level asymmetries in these transmission mechanisms, many studies have 

drawn upon disaggregate data. The seminal publication in this respect is that of Gertler and 

Gilchrist (1994), who find that contractionary monetary-policy shocks have a larger impact 

on small firms’ sales and inventory. These results suggest that monetary policy may also 

affect corporate investment of small and large firms differently. Using a sample of 

Luxemburgish firms, Lünnemann and Mathä (2003) find that younger firms are more 

responsive to shifts in the user cost of capital and, thus, to monetary policy. Gaiotti and 
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Generale (2001) show that monetary policy has an asymmetric effect on corporate investment 

of Italian firms. Particularly, small firms, as well as less liquid firms and firms with lower 

cash flows are more affected by monetary policy. Cooley and Quadrini (2006) develop a 

general equilibrium model in which contractionary monetary-policy shocks have a greater 

(negative) impact on small firms’ borrowing, which may lead them to reduce their investment 

more than large firms. Givens and Reed (2018) find that the effects of monetary policy on 

investment are unequal across different industries and sectors.  

The literature mentioned so far rests upon the idea that expansionary monetary policy 

results in firms increasing their capital stock, which has a positive impact on aggregate 

investment and, consequently, on the overall economy. However, some recent literature 

suggests that monetary policy becomes less effective in contexts of high uncertainty. Aastveit 

et al. (2017) show that uncertainty moderates the relationship between monetary policy and 

aggregate investment. Particularly, when the VIX index is in its top decile, the effect of 

monetary policy on investment is halved compared to the situation when uncertainty is its 

bottom decile. More recently, Pellegrino (2021) finds that expansionary monetary-policy 

shocks are less effective in fostering capital investment when uncertainty is high. 

1.3. Unconventional monetary policy in the United States 

The Great Recession marked a turning point in the way central banks conducted monetary 

policy. Before 2008, fine-tuning the short-term policy rate via purchases and sales of short-

term Treasuries was the main mechanism whereby the Federal Reserve eased and tightened 

monetary policy. This changed when the effective lower bound was reached in late 2008, 
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forcing the U.S. monetary authorities to draw upon two policy tools that had barely been used 

before: quantitative easing and forward guidance.10  

1.3.1. Quantitative easing 

Quantitative easing (QE), the large-scale purchase of long-term securities (especially 

Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities or MBS), started in November 2008 and finished 

in October 2014. During this period, the Federal Reserve implemented three rounds of QE 

(QE1, QE2, and QE3) and a Maturity Extension Program (MEP), which increased the 

average duration of its portfolio from 1.6 years to 6.9 years and the size of its balance sheet 

by 400% (Bernanke 2020, Kuttner 2018) . The aim of QE was to foster economic growth and 

to return to the pre-crisis unemployment levels through influencing long-term yields. This 

would be achieved through two main mechanisms (Kuttner 2018). First, since assets are not 

perfect substitutes, changes in the net supply of difference assets will affect their relative 

prices, giving rise to portfolio balance effects. For instance, the purchase of long-term 

Treasuries should also lower corporate bond yields by pushing investors into the corporate-

bond market in search of higher yields (Blinder 2012). Second, QE sends a signal that 

monetary policy will continue to be expansionary for a significant period of time, which 

should have a depressing impact on long-term yields.  

The empirical evidence suggests that QE was effective in lowering long-term yields, 

although not all QE announcements had the same impact. First, we consider the most typical 

 
10 The main central banks in the world followed the example of the Federal Reserve and made use of 

several unconventional monetary-policy tools such as quantitative easing, forward guidance, or 

negative interest rates.  
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methodology to study the effects of QE on interest rates: event studies. Bauer and Neely 

(2014), Gagnon et al. (2011), and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) show that 

QE1 contributed to reducing 10-year Treasury and MBS yields by 88 and 123 basis points, 

respectively. D’Amico and King (2013) analyze the impact of QE1 on 10-year Treasury 

yields, concluding that QE1 helped reduce yields by 50 basis points via local-supply effects. 

Ehlers (2012) and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) find similar effects for QE2 

and the MEP, but of a lower magnitude. The smaller effects of QE2 and subsequent QE 

announcements may be explained by the fact that financial markets would have anticipated 

and incorporated these effects into asset prices before formal announcements (Gagnon 2018). 

Finally, corporate yields were also affected by QE policies as suggested by Krishnamurthy 

and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011). Overall, Kuttner (2018) estimates that the cumulative impact 

of large-scale asset purchases on 10-year Treasury yields was at least -150 basis points.  

By construction, event studies have one important limitation: they capture financial 

markets reactions over a short period of time. This means that we cannot be certain that the 

effects of QE announcements were long-lasting, a necessary condition for lower yields to 

have a significant impact on private spending decisions (Bernanke 2020). In fact, some 

studies have found than the impact of QE on long-term yields were short-lived (Greenlaw et 

al. 2018, Swanson 2021, Wright 2012).  To overcome the inherent problems of event studies, 

time series econometric methods have been employed to assess the impact of QE 

announcements on bond yields, and more specifically on term premia. D’Amico et al. (2012) 

and Gagnon et al. (2011) use reduced-form models of the term premium, whereas Hamilton 

and Wu (2012) and Ihrig et al. (2018) resort to term structure models. Interestingly, taken 
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together, all these four studies find that QE announcements lowered the 10-year term 

premium by 150 basis points, strikingly similar to the event-study results described above. 

Lower long-term yields as a result of QE should have the same effect on the economy 

as expansionary monetary policy based on fine-tuning the policy rate: they should lower the 

cost of capital of firms, lead to wealth effects and stronger balance sheets, and boost exports 

via a weaker currency (Bernanke 2020). Overall, they should have a positive impact on the 

economy. Did large-scale asset purchases succeed in this respect in the aftermath of the Great 

Recession? Using a factor-augmented VAR, Wu and Xia (2016) analyze the impact of shocks 

to the shadow policy rate on the real economy. They show that QE reduced the 

unemployment rate by one percentage point between 2009 and 2013. Engen et al. (2015) 

finds similar results using a different methodology. Gertler and Karadi (2013) resort to a 

DGSE model to analyze the effects of QE on GDP and concludes that QE1 reduced the 

magnitude of the contraction of the U.S. economy by 3.5 percentage points. These positive 

macroeconomic effects work in part through investment-based mechanisms of monetary 

policy. Foley-Fisher et al. (2016) and Giambona et al. (2020) show that large-scale asset 

purchases managed to increase firm-level investment via the bond-lending channel.  

1.3.2. Forward guidance 

Forward guidance (FG) is the other tool the Federal Reserve resorted to in the aftermath of 

the Great Recession. FG consists of communicating the future path of the policy rate. By 

promising to keep short-term interest rates low for a long period of time, monetary authorities 

exercise a downward pressure on long-term interest rates. As a result, forward guidance is 
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expected to influence asset prices, as well as consumption, investment, and financing 

decisions  

There are some examples of the use of forward guidance as a policy tool before the Great 

Recession. For instance, at a press conference in 1999, Masaru Hayami, the former Bank of 

Japan governor announced that “the Bank will maintain the zero interest rate policy until 

deflationary concerns are dispelled” (Shirai 2013). Similarly, during Alan Greenspan’s 

mandate, the FOMC promised to keep rates low “for a considerable period of time” 

(Bernanke 2020). Yet it was not until the Great Recession that FG became part of the policy 

framework of the Federal Reserve and other central banks.  

There is ample evidence that forward guidance contributed to lowering medium and 

long-term yields after the Great Recession.11 In an event-study framework and controlling for 

the impact of macroeconomic news, Moessner (2013, 2015a, b) finds that FG announcements 

reduced medium-term and long-term interest rates, as well as the term spread. Smith and 

Becker (2015) draw upon a VAR model to show that FG shocks had a significant impact on 

the slope of the expected federal funds rate curve. They also report that FG announcements 

have a similar effect on employment and prices during recessions to that of shifts in the policy 

rate in normal times. Moessner (2014) also finds a significant effect of FG on equity prices 

and uncertainty about future interest rates. Bernanke (2020) analyzes one-day responses to 

two specific FG announcements: August 9, 2011, and January 25, 2012. He shows that 2-

year, 10-year, and 30-year Treasury yields decreased by between 10 and 27 basis points as a 

 
11 For a survey on the theory and practice of forward guidance, see Moessner et al. (2017).  
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result of these announcements, while AAA corporate bond yields and MBS fell by 17 basis 

points.  

Nonetheless, some studies find little effect of forward guidance on the economy. Hansen 

and McMahon (2016) employ a factor-augmented VAR to explore the influence of FG 

announcements on macroeconomic variables, concluding that the effects are small. Gavin et 

al. (2013) and Hagedorn et al. (2019) reach a similar conclusion, especially during recessions.  

1.4. R&D investment and the real options approach 

The term real options was coined by Myers (1977) with the idea of bringing financial options 

theory into the field of strategic management (Trigeorgis and Reuer 2017). A real option can 

be defined as the option, but not the obligation, to undertake a capital investment in the future. 

Trigeorgis (1996) identifies five types of real options: the option to defer an investment when 

a firm faces exogenous uncertainty (Campa 1994, Dixit and Pindyck 1994, McDonald and 

Siegel 1986, McGrath 1997); the option to expand or contract the manufacturing capacity 

(Damaraju et al. 2015, Hurry et al. 1992, Leiblein and Miller 2003, Pindyck 1988); the option 

to switch supplies, outputs, or inputs (Allen and Pantzalis 1996, Huchzermeier and Cohen 

1996, Kogut and Kulatilaka 1994, Rangan 1998, Sakhartov and Folta 2014); the option to 

abandon a project (Adner and Levinthal 2004, Arend and Seale 2005, Dixit 1989, Elfenbein 

and Knott 2015, Lee et al. 2007); and the option to grow (Folta and Miller 2002, Kester 1984, 

Kogut 1991, Kogut and Kulatilaka 1994, Tong et al. 2008, Tong and Reuer 2006), which is 

the strand of literature relevant for our dissertation.  
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The starting point of this literature is the concept of growth option, which Kester (1984) 

defines as the opportunity to undertake a capital investment that is expected to generate a 

stream of cash flows in the future. Mitchell and Hamilton (1988) analyze R&D investments 

as strategic growth options. A firm that invests in an R&D project acquires a call option on 

real assets (i.e., a growth option). If the R&D investment succeeds in generating useful 

knowledge or innovation capabilities, firms will exercise this call option by undertaking a 

new capital investment that otherwise would not have been available. Dixit and Pindyck 

(1995) and Herath and Park (1999) point to the shortcomings of traditional valuation methods 

when applied to R&D investments, which should be considered means to generate investment 

opportunities that might or might not be taken advantage of in the future.  

The issue of how to value R&D growth options and how these growth options affect the 

value of the firm has attracted substantial attention from the research community. Angelis 

(2000) develops a model that uses the costs and revenues resulting from implementing an 

R&D project to measure the option value of an R&D investment. Schwartz (2004) builds a 

real-options-based simulation approach to value R&D projects and patents, whereas Hsu and 

Schwartz (2008) develop a valuation model and apply it to the problem of R&D investment 

in the pharmaceutical industry. Grullon et al. (2012) show that an increase in R&D intensity 

is associated with an increase in the sensitivity of firm value to volatility.  Kraft et al. (2018) 

analyze the impact of R&D growth options on firm value. They find that Tobin’s q increases 

with idiosyncratic volatility (especially in R&D-intensive firms), suggesting that growth 

options have a positive effect on the market value of firms.  
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Like financial options, R&D growth options are expected to be influenced by 

uncertainty. An R&D project is expected to generate specific knowledge that will ultimately 

result in a new investment. An increase in uncertainty increases the probability of realizing 

large gains from that potential capital investment without increasing the expected losses since 

these are limited to the amount of the R&D investment. Based on this, Dixit and Pindyck 

(1995) argue that an increase in uncertainty over future market conditions could prompt R&D 

investments. 

However, the empirical literature on the relationship between uncertainty and R&D 

investment is ambiguous. Some studies seem to support the idea that investments in 

innovation are positively affected by uncertainty. Stein and Stone (2013) report that 

uncertainty, measured by both implied and realized volatility, encourages R&D spending. 

Similarly, Vo and Le (2017) find that, when idiosyncratic return volatility increases, firms 

invest more in R&D. Cho and Lee (2020) find that an increase in uncertainty, which they 

approximate using the coefficient of variation of past sales, leads large firms to spend more 

in R&D.  

A few papers find a negative relationship, mainly because of the option of deferral (i.e., 

the option to wait for new information) outweighing the option to grow. Goel and Ram (2001) 

show that uncertainty has a substantial negative impact on R&D investments due to the high 

irreversibility of this type of investments. Santiago and Vakili (2005) argue that, when the 

source of variability is market uncertainty, the effects on R&D investment are negative. In 

contrast, if uncertainty is related to market payoff, the impact of uncertainty is positive. 

Oriani and Sobrero (2008) find a U-shaped relationship between market uncertainty (i.e., the 
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variability of expected future demand) and R&D investment: it reduces the value of R&D 

investment until a certain threshold is reached. After that, it incentivizes investments in 

innovation. They also show the existence of an inverted U-shaped effect of technological 

uncertainty (i.e., uncertainty related to the potential predominant role of a particular 

technology in an industry) on R&D investment. Using the coefficient of variation of past 

sales as a proxy for uncertainty, Czarnitzki and Toole (2011) report that high levels of 

uncertainty lead to fewer R&D investments, although patents mitigate these negative effects. 

Finally, Wang et al. (2017) analyze the influence of policy and market uncertainty on R&D 

investment and find a negative relationship.  

1.5. Research gaps 

Based on the above review of these four strands of the literature, we identify three research 

gaps that will be tackled in the next three chapters. First, we examine the impact of 

conventional monetary on capital investment in contexts of high and low EPU and the firm-

level asymmetries arising from it (Chapter 2). Second, we explore the asymmetric effects of 

two unconventional monetary-policy tools on capital investment in the aftermath of the Great 

Recession (Chapter 3). Finally, we look into how R&D investment is affected by EPU and 

monetary policy (Chapter 4). 
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Chapter 2. Conventional monetary policy and capital investment in 

contexts of high economic policy uncertainty 

Expansionary monetary policy based on fine-tuning the policy rate may affect capital 

investment through five transmission channels (Boivin et al. 2010). First, a decrease in the 

monetary-policy rate affects the cost of capital of firms, which in turn has a positive impact 

on corporate investments (Taylor 1995). Second, when monetary authorities decrease the 

policy rate to stimulate the economy, the demand for stocks increases. This leads to higher 

stock prices, encouraging investment via Tobin’s q mechanism (Tobin 1969). Third, an easy 

monetary policy increases bank reserves and, as a result, the quantity of bank loans available, 

with the subsequent positive impact on investment (Gertler and Gilchrist 1993, Peek and 

Rosengren 1995). Fourth, the balance sheet channel suggests that expansionary monetary 

policy increases the net worth of firms via higher asset prices. This in turn reduces moral 

hazard and adverse selection problems, which results in firms borrowing more to fund new 

investments (Carlstrom et al. 2010, Cúrdia and Woodford 2010). Finally, lower interest rates 

as a result of an expansionary monetary policy causes interest payments to decrease, which 

frees up resources that firms may dedicate to new investments (Angelopoulou and Gibson 

2009). 

However, an increase in uncertainty may undermine these transmission mechanisms. 

The moderating effect of uncertainty in the relationship between monetary policy and 

investment can be explained drawing upon the real options approach, according to which 

uncertainty increases the value of the option to wait, encouraging firms to postpone 
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investments. This chapter aims to address to what extent EPU modulates the effect of 

conventional monetary policy on capital investment. We undertake a firm-level analysis to 

elucidate how expansionary monetary-policy shocks may affect firms with different 

idiosyncrasies in the presence of high EPU.12 Specifically, we focus on three distinctive 

characteristics: investment irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and opportunity costs. 

Uncertainty increases a firm’s option value to wait  (and thus, the incentive to delay new 

investments) when: a) investment is irreversible (Gulen and Ion 2016); b) firms lack 

operational flexibility (Grullon et al. 2012); and c) the opportunity costs of not undertaking 

new investments in terms of loss of competitive advantages are low (Folta and Miller 2002). 

 Results show that EPU moderates the relationship between conventional monetary 

policy and capital investment. We find that, in the presence of high EPU, and in line with 

real options theory, firms with higher levels of investment irreversibility, operational 

inflexibility, and market power tend to be less responsive to monetary policy. This suggests 

that both the characteristics and composition of a country’s business network play a 

moderating role in the relationship between capital investment and monetary policy when 

EPU is high.  

 We contribute to the literature in two ways. First, we shed light on the asymmetric effects 

of shifts in the monetary-policy rate on capital investment in the presence of high EPU. 

Second, we bring together two important bodies of research which has thus far remained 

 
12 We follow Bernanke et al. (2005) and Boivin et al. (2010) and define monetary-policy shocks as 

shocks to the relevant monetary-policy rate that affect macroeconomic variables. In particular, we 

focus on expansionary shocks.  
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separate: one that focuses on the effects of monetary policy on real variables; and another 

that explores the asymmetric impact of EPU on capital investment. In particular, we 

investigate the moderating role of EPU in the relationship between conventional monetary 

policy and capital investment on a panel of U.S. firms over the period 2000-2019. In order 

to do so, the panel-VAR methodology introduced by Holtz-Eakin, Newey and Rosen (1988) 

is employed.   

 The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 examines the theoretical 

relationship between conventional monetary policy and capital investment under uncertainty. 

Section 2.2 develops an empirical model to study the asymmetric impact of monetary policy 

on capital investment in contexts of high and low EPU and shows the results. Finally, Section 

2.3 summarizes the key findings of this chapter. 

2.1. Capital investment under uncertainty and monetary policy 

According to the real options approach, an investment opportunity is similar to a financial 

call option: firms have the right (but not the obligation) to increase their capital stock at any 

moment in the future. The purchase of a capital asset is akin to exercising a call option insofar 

as it is irreversible: once an investment has been undertaken, the firm cannot fully recover 

the monetary value of the asset (Pindyck 1991). The value of this option to invest is closely 

linked to uncertainty over the future cash flows the asset is expected to generate. Due to the 

irreversibility of most capital investments (Bertola 1988; Pindyck 1988), higher uncertainty 

over future economic conditions increases the value of waiting for new information, thereby 

providing an incentive for firms to delay their investment decisions. As a result, higher 
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uncertainty discourages immediate capital investment, and increases the value of the option 

to invest in the future.  

 When we incorporate the real options approach to the neoclassical theory of investment, 

we find that a firm will invest as long as the marginal product of capital be higher than its 

user cost of capital plus the value of the option to invest (Bloom et al. 2007). Let 𝑚𝑝𝑘 =

𝛼𝐴𝐾𝛼𝐿𝛽

𝐾
  be the marginal product of capital under a Cobb-Douglas production function, and 

𝑟𝑢 =  𝑟 + 𝑢 the uncertainty-adjusted user cost of capital, where 𝑟 is the user cost of capital 

as defined by the neoclassical theory of investment, and 𝑢 the value of the option to invest in 

the future, which increases with uncertainty.13 A new investment will be undertaken if and 

only if  
𝛼𝐴𝐾𝛼𝐿𝛽

𝐾
>  𝑟𝑢 where 𝑟𝑢 is higher than 𝑟 when uncertainty spikes. An increase in 

uncertainty thus leads to an increase in firms’ uncertainty-adjusted user cost of capital, raising 

the threshold that makes investment profitable. Therefore, for a given 𝑟, investment demand 

will be lower when uncertainty increases.  

 We can thus derive the following logical corollary with respect to the effectiveness of 

conventional monetary policy when EPU is high. In a traditional IS-LM framework, changes 

in the short-term policy rate tend to impact firms’ investment decisions (Boivin et al. 2010). 

For instance, a decrease in the short-term policy rate reduces the user cost of capital, 

 
13 For a Cobb-Douglas production function of the form 𝑌 = 𝐴𝐾𝛼𝐿𝛽, the 𝑚𝑝𝑘 is calculated as  

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝐾
 =

𝛼𝐴𝐾𝛼−1𝐿𝛽 =  
𝛼𝐴𝐾𝛼𝐿𝛽

𝐾
 . The user cost of capital would be defined as 𝑃𝑘 + 𝑃𝑘  (𝑖 + 𝛿), where 𝑃𝑘  is the 

price of a unit of capital, 𝑖 is the real interest rate, and 𝛿 the depreciation rate.  
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encouraging firms to undertake new investments.14 Given that 𝑟𝑢 = 𝑟 + 𝑢, a decrease in 𝑟 

resulting from an expansionary monetary-policy shock in a context of high EPU will only 

reduce 𝑟𝑢 if  
𝜕𝑟𝑢

𝜕𝑟
>

𝜕𝑟𝑢

𝜕𝑢
. Since the value of 𝑢 increases with EPU, central-bank policies aimed 

at stimulating investment through the user cost of capital would fail to achieve their purpose 

if the above condition were not to hold.15 Accordingly, we state our first hypothesis: 

H1. Expansionary monetary-policy shocks will be less effective in expanding capital 

investment in contexts of high EPU.  

The impact of conventional monetary policy on capital investment may vary depending 

on a number of factors related to the idiosyncrasy of each firm. For instance, Gertler and 

Gilchrist (1994) show that the decline in investment of small firms after a monetary-policy 

shock is higher than that of large firms. Similarly, Givens and Reed (2018) find that the 

response of firms to anticipated monetary-policy shifts is asymmetric depending on the 

industry to which these belong. In the presence of high EPU, asymmetries in the impact of 

monetary policy on corporate investment may emerge based on other subtler characteristics, 

which in turn affect the value of the option to invest.  

 
14 Since businesses tend to draw upon long-term financing to acquire new capital assets, the relevant 

interest rate for firms would not be the short-term policy rate, but longer-term interest rates (Boivin 

et al. 2010). However, if the expectations hypothesis of the term structure holds true, the short-term 

policy rate should affect investment through the influence of short-term rates on the long end of the 

yield curve, which in turn reduces corporate bond spreads.  
15 The incremental value of the option to invest in the presence of uncertainty may also weaken the 

bank-lending channel since the incentive to delay new investments and wait for new information may 

impact the demand for credit, undermining monetary authorities’ efforts to increase the supply of 

credit via increases in bank reserves.  
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Given that the condition for undertaking a new investment  (
𝛼𝐴𝐾𝛼𝐿𝛽

𝐾
>  𝑟 + 𝑢) depends 

on the value of the option to postpone the commitment (𝑢), a decrease in the monetary-policy 

rate might not be expansionary enough to lower the threshold that makes investment 

profitable when 𝑢 is high. As a result, a policy-rate cut is expected to have a lower impact on 

those firms with more valuable options to wait. The value of the option to wait depends on 

the trade-off between costs and benefits from immediate commitment (Estrada et al. 2010, 

Folta 1998, Folta and O’Brien 2004, Kogut 1991). The costs from immediate commitment 

increase in investment irreversibility (Bloom et al. 2007; Gulen and Ion 2016) and 

operational inflexibility (Grullon et al. 2012). Benefits from immediate commitment emerge 

in the form of competitive advantages from preemption, which represent the opportunity cost 

of waiting (Folta and Miller 2002, Smit and Ankum 1993, Trigeorgis 1991). Furthermore, 

the higher the uncertainty, the higher the costs and the lower the benefits from immediate 

commitment. This suggests that investment irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and 

opportunity costs may interact with EPU and thus make capital investment less sensitive to 

expansionary monetary-policy shocks. 

First, we consider the irreversible nature of most capital investments. An investment 

is economically irreversible when a firm lacks the opportunity to recoup the capital invested 

without incurring high costs (Bernanke 1983). These recovering costs can arise from asset 

specificity, information imperfections, or market narrowness (Cooper 2006). Irreversibility 

entails comparing the value of immediate commitment to the value of investing in the future 

(McDonald and Siegel 1986). When EPU increases, capital-intensive firms are more likely 

to delay new projects, since irreversibility increases potential costs of unrecoverable 
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immediate commitment above the present value of its uncertain benefits  (Bloom et al. 2007; 

Gulen and Ion 2016). As a result, the value of the option to wait will be higher for these firms, 

making them less sensitive to expansionary monetary-policy shocks. Accordingly, we state 

the following hypothesis: 

H2. In contexts of high EPU, expansionary monetary-policy shocks will be less effective in 

stimulating capital investments of firms with higher investment irreversibility.  

Yet the potential costs from prompt investments do not only depend on irreversibility. 

Operational inflexibility also plays a significant role in a firm’s ability to adapt to future 

adverse events. Operationally-inflexible firms tend to be more cautious when it comes to 

undertaking new investments (i.e., the value of the option to wait is higher), leading to a 

decline in investment demand in contexts of high EPU (Bontempi et al. 2009). Consequently, 

capital investments of those firms that have higher operational inflexibility will be less 

sensitive to expansionary monetary-policy shocks. This leads us to posit our third hypothesis:  

H3. In contexts of high EPU, expansionary monetary-policy shocks will be less effective in 

stimulating capital investments of firms with higher operational inflexibility.  

Postponing investments may involve opportunity costs in the form of diminished 

competitive advantages. Diminished competitive advantages may be the result of either 

preemption by rivals or the loss of the opportunity to preempt rivals (Folta and Miller 2002). 

If investment opportunities are not proprietary, the result of exercising them may be 

influenced by rivals’ anticipation. In fact, such a threat may accelerate the early exercise of 

investment opportunities by firms trying to preserve their competitive advantages. And vice 
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versa; when preemption risk is low, firms will be more prone to delaying new capital 

investments. Such competitive risks depend on a firm’s relative competitive position. Under 

high EPU, firms with high market power tend to be less vulnerable to preemptive actions by 

rivals (Bontempi et al. 2009, Caballero 1991). Consequently, we conjecture that the 

following hypothesis should hold: 

H4. In contexts of high EPU, expansionary monetary-policy shocks will be less effective in 

stimulating capital investments of firms with higher market power.  

2.2. Empirical analysis 

2.2.1. Data and methodology 

In order to test the impact of monetary policy on capital investment and the moderating effect 

of EPU in this relationship, we use evidence from two different datasets, each of which 

contains annual data covering the period 2000-2019. First, we draw upon an unbalanced 

panel of U.S. publicly traded firms with a market cap of at least $100 million from the Eikon 

database developed by Thomson Reuters. This database covers U.S. companies filing with 

the Securities and Exchange Commission. Following Pindado et al. (2011), we exclude from 

our sample financial firms and regulated utilities (Eikon industry groups 4300-4395 and 

8200-8280). Second, we use a dataset of US macroeconomic variables from the Federal 

Reserve Bank of St. Louis.16 

 
16 There are two exceptions: the shadow interest rate and the EPU index, which have been retrieved 

from the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta and www.policyuncertainty.com, respectively.  

http://www.policyuncertainty.com/
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The methodology used is a reduced-form VAR that includes a cross-sectional dimension 

that is typical of panel data models. Panel VARs have many advantages (Canova and 

Ciccarelli 2013). First, they capture the dynamic interdependencies present in the model 

using very few restrictions. Second, panel VARs may be employed to estimate the effects of 

an exogenous shock in one variable on the dependent variable. Third, the unobservable 

heterogeneity arising when working with panel data can be controlled for using this 

methodology. Lastly, variables are assumed to be endogenous, which means that exogeneity 

assumptions are not, a priori, necessary to estimate the model. However, identifying 

restrictions may be imposed to determine the impact of exogenous shocks on the model 

(Abrigo and Love 2016).  

Analytically, panel VAR models can be written as follows: 

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝐴𝑌𝑖𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑊𝑖 + 𝑉𝑖𝑡                                                                      (1) 

where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is a vector of variables; A is an 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix including the coefficient of each 

lagged variable in each equation, 𝑊𝑖 is an 𝑛 × 1 vector incorporating the fixed effects of each 

equation, and 𝑉𝑖𝑡 is the 𝑛 × 1 vector of idiosyncratic errors satisfying 𝐸[𝑉𝑖𝑡𝑉𝑖𝑡′] = Σ  and  

𝐸[𝑉𝑖𝑡𝑉𝑖𝑡−𝑠′] =0, ∀𝑠 ≠ 0.  

All models are consistently estimated using a difference GMM estimator to address 

potential endogeneity issues. Such an estimator removes time-invariant fixed effects by first 

differencing the model and instruments the variables in differences (𝑌𝑖𝑡) with the lagged 

values of the variables in levels (𝑌𝑖𝑡−𝑙) (Abrigo and Love 2016, Arellano and Bond 1991, 
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Holtz-Eakin et al. 1988, Roodman 2009).17 Particularly, we  use the same set of instruments 

for all estimated models: from 𝑡 − 2 to 𝑡 − 4. Missing values of instruments are replaced 

with zeros to make estimated coefficients more efficient (Holtz-Eakin et al. 1988).  

2.2.2. Model 

The impact of monetary policy on capital investment is estimated using the following 

reduced-form panel-VAR model: 

𝐼𝑖,𝑡 = ∑ 𝛽𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝐼𝑖,𝑡−𝑗 + ∑ 𝛾𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑄𝑖,𝑡−𝑗 + ∑ 𝛿𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝐶𝐹𝑖,𝑡−𝑗 + ∑ 𝜃𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑡−𝑗 +  𝜔𝑖 +  𝜈𝑖,𝑡                (2) 

where 𝑡 denotes year, 𝑖 denotes firm, and 𝑝 the lag order; 𝐼 is investment; 𝑄 represents 

Tobin’s q; 𝐶𝐹 is a cash-flow variable; 𝑀𝑃𝑅 is the monetary-policy rate; 𝜔 is a vector of firm-

specific and industry-specific fixed effects; 𝜈 is the serially-uncorrelated error term; and 𝛽, 𝛾, 

 and 𝜃 are matrices of coefficients capturing the marginal effects of the lagged variables on 

investment.  

Investment (𝐼) is measured as capital expenditures in the year of the observation over 

beginning-of-year gross fixed assets (Carpenter and Guariglia 2008). The lagged dependent 

variable (𝐼𝑡−𝑝) captures the dynamics of investment, as well as the accelerator effect 

(Aivazian et al. 2005). We use the ratio of enterprise value in the year of observation to gross 

fixed assets to proxy for Tobin’s q (𝑄𝑖,𝑡−1)  (Pindado et al. 2011). The potential existence of 

financial constraints is captured by cash flows (𝐶𝐹𝑖,𝑡−1) (Fazzari et al. 1988), calculated as 

 
17 First-differencing the variables mitigates potential problems of unit roots (Abrigo and Love 2016). 
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after-tax profits plus depreciation normalized by gross fixed assets at the beginning of the 

year (Carpenter and Guariglia 2008).18 The fed funds rate (𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑡−1) indicates the Federal 

Reserve’s stance on monetary policy (Bernanke and Blinder 1992).19 In order to identify 

periods of high and low EPU, we use the monthly EPU index (𝐸𝑃𝑈) developed by Baker, 

Bloom, and Davis (2016), which is based on newspaper coverage frequency of terms 

reflecting EPU. Since our model is based upon annual data, we construct a yearly variable 

by taking the average of monthly observations. Table 2 shows the summary statistics for the 

above variables. 

  

2.2.3. Results 

To test the responsiveness of capital investment to expansionary monetary-policy 

shocks, we use the Cholesky decomposition and estimate orthogonalized impulse-response 

 
18 Observations below the 1st percentile and above the 99th percentile are removed for these three 

variables. The same variables enter all models in logarithmic and first-difference form. 
19 The fed funds rate enters all models in first-difference form.  
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functions. A short-run restriction is imposed so that investment reacts with a lag to monetary-

policy shocks (Sims 1980). Figure 1 illustrates how capital investment reacts to a one-

standard-deviation expansionary shock on the fed funds rate.20 The shock results in corporate 

investment increasing to a maximum of 11.24% after two years. After that, investment starts 

to decline, reaching its pre-shock level in around five years. 

 

Fig. 1. Orthogonalized impulse-response 

function (𝐼𝑅𝐹). Response of investment (𝐼) to a 

one-standard-deviation expansionary shock on 

the fed funds rate (𝐹𝐹𝑅) over ten periods. The 

shaded area represents a 95% confidence 

interval. 

 

We now split our sample into two subsamples using the EPU index to gain a better 

understanding of the moderating role of uncertainty. In order to do so, we define a dummy 

variable that takes the value 1 when the EPU variable is in the top quartile, and we perform 

two separate estimations.21 Figure 2 displays the impact of an expansionary policy-rate shock 

 
20 Table A in Appendix A contains the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding to 

Figures 1 and 2. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Table B. All models meet 

the stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure A. 
21 The choice of this threshold is based on the dynamic panel threshold methodology developed by 

Seo et al. (2019) and Seo and Shin (2016). The threshold estimated by the model coincides almost 

exactly with the 75th percentile of the EPU index. Results can be found in Appendix A, Table C. 

Dynamic panel threshold models have previously been applied to firm-level data (Dang et al. 2012). 
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on investment in contexts of low EPU (left) and high EPU (right). In line with H1, monetary 

policy seems to be less effective when uncertainty is high. A one-standard-deviation shock 

increases investment to a maximum of 11.33% under low uncertainty as opposed to 4.87% 

in contexts of high uncertainty. This suggests that transmission mechanisms are undermined 

when EPU rises.22 

                     

Fig. 2. Response of investment to a one-standard-deviation expansionary shock on the fed funds rate in periods 

of low (left) and high (right) EPU. 

 

2.2.4. Robustness checks 

In order to test the robustness of our results, we examine a number of alternative 

specifications.23 We first use an alternative measure of monetary policy: the shadow rate (Wu 

and Xia 2016). This variable reflects the overall stance of monetary policy at the zero-lower 

bound (ZLB). When the fed funds rate is above 0.25%, the shadow policy rate broadly 

coincides with the fed funds rate. Below this threshold, the shadow policy rate can become 

negative. Figure 3 compares the fed funds rate with the shadow policy rate over the period 

 
22 Aastveit et al. (2017) obtain similar results using aggregate data. 
23 Table 3 shows descriptive statistics for the variables used in the robustness checks.  
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2000-2019. In 2009, the shadow policy rate starts diverging from the fed funds rate, 

coinciding with the period where monetary authorities hit the ZLB. Orthogonalized impulse-

response functions are displayed in Figure 4.24 Results barely differ from those in our baseline 

model: investment is less sensitive to expansionary monetary-policy shocks in contexts of 

high EPU when using the shadow policy rate. 

  

 

Fig. 3. Fed funds rate vs. Shadow policy rate (2000-2019). 

 

 
24 Table D in Appendix A contains the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding to 

Figures 4 to 6. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Table E. All models meet 

the stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure B. 
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Fig. 4. Response of investment to a one-standard deviation expansionary shock on the shadow rate in periods 

of low (left) and high EPU (right). 

 

We also use alternative measures of uncertainty by replacing the EPU index in the 

initial model. First, we follow Bekaert et al. (2013) and Caggiano et al. (2017) use the VIX 

index.25 Second, we use bond spreads as uncertainty proxies (Bachmann et al. 2013, Caldara 

et al. 2016, Gilchrist and Zakrajšek 2012, Stock and Watson 2012). In particular, two 

different bond spreads are employed: the corporate spread and the TED spread.26 Based on 

these three uncertainty proxies, the sample is again divided into two subsamples using a 

dummy that takes the value 1 when the variable is in the top quartile (periods of high 

uncertainty) and 0 (periods of low uncertainty) otherwise. Impulse-response functions in 

Figure 5 (where uncertainty is measured through the VIX index) and Figure 6 (uncertainty is 

proxied using two spreads) are consistent with our initial estimates: an expansionary 

monetary-policy shock is less effective when uncertainty is high.  

 
25 We build a yearly variable by averaging monthly data. 
26 The corporate spread variable is built using the spread of Moody's Baa corporate bond yield over 

the 10-Year Treasury bond yield. The TED spread is calculated as the difference between the 3-Month 

LIBOR based on US dollars and the 3-Month Treasury Bill. Both variables are built by taking the 

yearly average of monthly data. 
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Fig. 5. Response of investment to a one-standard-deviation expansionary shock on the fed funds rate in periods 

of low (left) and high (right) uncertainty. The VIX index is used to measure uncertainty.  

                                 

                               

Fig. 6. Response of investment to a one-standard deviation expansionary shock on the fed funds rate in periods 

of low (left) and high (right) uncertainty. A corporate spread (first row) and the TED spread (second row) are 

used to measure uncertainty. 
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2.2.5. Firm heterogeneity in the influence of monetary policy on capital investment 

To disentangle the asymmetric effects of expansionary monetary policy on investment in 

contexts of high EPU, we divide the sample using proxies for investment irreversibility, 

operational inflexibility, and market power and estimate orthogonalized impulse-response 

functions.27  

Following Gulen and Ion (2016), we use the capital intensity ratio of firms, measured as 

property, plant and equipment over total assets (𝑃𝑃𝐸) to measure investment irreversibility. 

The rationale behind this choice is closely linked to two typical characteristics of capital-

intensive firms: the high cost of new capital investments and the difficulties involved in 

disposing of or reusing the machinery in a different line of business should the investment 

project not go as planned. Operational inflexibility is measured using fixed costs over sales 

(𝑂𝐹).28 A firm that cannot adjust its workforce when needed without incurring significant 

costs can be said to lack operational flexibility (Grullon et al. 2012). Finally, we use the price-

cost margin of firms (𝑃𝐶𝑀) to quantify market power as it tends to be higher for firms with 

more monopoly power (Bontempi et al. 2009, Domowitz et al. 1986).29,30 Table 4 displays 

summary statistics for these three variables. 

 

 
27 The dummies used to split the samples take the value 1 when the variable is above the sample 

median, and 0 otherwise. In the case of market power, the dummy takes the value 1 when the variable 

is above the industry median.  
28 Fixed costs are proxied using the accounting entry “Selling, Administrative and General Expenses.” 
29 The price-cost margin is calculated as 

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠+ ∆ 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦−𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
. 

30 Observations below the 5th percentile and above the 95th percentile are removed for these three 

variables. 
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Figures 7 to 9 display the impact of a one-standard-deviation expansionary monetary-

policy shock on capital investment.31 In all figures, left (right) panels show the effect on the 

subsample where the value of the option to wait is assumed to be lower (higher) and, 

therefore, the impact of monetary policy should be higher (lower). Figure 7 shows the impact 

of an expansionary monetary-policy shock on investments for firms with low (left) and high 

(right) investment irreversibility. Monetary policy seems to be less effective when 

irreversibility is high. This result appears to provide support for H2: the irreversibility effect 

increases the value of the option to invest, pushing capital intensive firms to postpone their 

investments in contexts of high EPU.  

In Figure 8, the effects of an expansionary monetary-policy shock on investment are 

shown for firms with low (left) and high (right) operational inflexibility. Operational 

inflexibility is expected to make firms less responsive to monetary-policy shocks as the value 

of the option to invest increases under uncertainty, encouraging businesses to postpone their 

 
31 Table F in Appendix A contains the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding to 

Figures 7 to 9. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Table G. All models meet 

the stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure C. 
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investment decisions. Yet results in Figure 8 suggest that the difference is barely noticeable, 

providing limited support for H3. Finally, Figure 9 displays the impact of an expansionary 

monetary-policy shock on investment for firms with low (right) and high (left) market power. 

In line with H4, the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy are undermined for firms 

with substantial market power when EPU is high.  

                   

Fig. 7. Response of investment to a one-standard deviation expansionary shock on the fed funds rate in periods 

of high uncertainty for firms with low (left) and high (right) investment irreversibility.  

                         

Fig. 8. Response of investment to a one-standard deviation expansionary shock on the fed funds rate in periods 

of high uncertainty for firms with low (left) and high (right) operational inflexibility. 
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Fig. 9. Response of investment to a one-standard deviation expansionary shock on the fed funds rate in periods 

of high uncertainty for firms with low (left) and high (right) market power. 

  

2.3. In a nutshell 

In this chapter, we explore the effects of conventional monetary policy on capital investment 

in the presence of high EPU. By means of a panel of US firms over the period 2000-2019, 

we find that the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy affecting investment are 

weakened when EPU increases. Results are robust to using different measures of uncertainty 

and monetary-policy rates. At the firm level, and consistent with the real options approach, 

our results suggest that firms with higher levels of investment irreversibility, operational 

inflexibility, and market power tend to be less responsive to expansionary monetary-policy 

shocks.  
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Chapter 3. Unconventional monetary policy and capital investment in the 

aftermath of the Great Recession 

The Federal Reserve has traditionally used the federal funds rate to achieve its dual mandate 

of maximum employment and stable prices. By increasing or decreasing the federal funds 

rate target the Federal Reserve influences aggregate demand, boosting (cooling down) the 

economy when deflationary (inflationary) pressures emerge. However, when the effective 

lower bound (ELB) was reached in late 2008, conventional monetary policy based on policy-

rate management became ineffective, thereby undermining traditional transmission 

mechanisms of monetary policy.32 In addition, the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers further 

weakened the federal funds rate channel by causing a significant disruption in the overnight 

interbank market, with the subsequent negative impact on the bank lending channel (Afonso 

et al. 2011). 

In this situation, the Federal Reserve was forced to draw upon two unconventional 

monetary-policy tools in order to boost the economy and meet its policy objectives: large-

scale asset purchases (also known as quantitative easing or QE) and forward guidance (FG). 

Prior research has analyzed the impact of QE and FG on the economy, as well as the potential 

costs and risks associated with the use of these unconventional monetary-policy tools.33 

 
32 As pointed out in Bernanke (2020), the term effective lower bound includes the possibility of 

negative short-term policy rates. However, in the US, the effective lower bound coincided with the 

zero lower bound.  
33 For a comprehensive review of the effects and risks of unconventional monetary policy, see Kuttner 

(2018) and Bernanke (2020). 
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However, evidence on the specific effects which such tools have on capital investment and 

the asymmetries that may arise at the micro level remains relatively scarce.  

In this chapter, we address this gap by examining the firm-level effects of 

unconventional monetary policy in the aftermath of the Great Recession. In particular, we 

focus on three firm-level characteristics that may undermine the transmission of 

unconventional monetary-policy tools, especially in contexts of high EPU: investment 

irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and opportunity costs resulting from the potential 

loss of competitive advantages. First, we explore the aggregate impact of unconventional 

monetary policy on capital investment using a sample of U.S. public firms between 2000 and 

2018. We find that both expansionary QE and FG announcements have a positive effect on 

capital investment. Second, we split the sample based on investment irreversibility, 

operational inflexibility, and opportunity costs in order to identify firm-level asymmetries. 

Our results suggest that the impact of unconventional monetary policy on capital investment 

is asymmetric at the firm level. Specifically, investment of those firms that have higher levels 

of investment irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and market power is less affected by 

expansionary QE and FG announcements. 

 The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.1, we examine the 

investment-based transmission mechanisms of unconventional monetary policy and the 

potential asymmetries arising at the firm level. In section 3.2, we undertake an empirical 

analysis of the impact of expansionary QE and FG announcements on capital investment. 

Section 3.3 concludes this chapter by summarizing the main results. 
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3.1. The effects of unconventional monetary policy on capital investment 

In December 2008, the federal funds rate target reached the ELB, and the Federal Reserve 

was forced to resort to two main unconventional monetary-policy tools in order to stimulate 

the economy and meet its dual mandate: quantitative easing and forward guidance. 

QE refers to the large-scale purchase of a wide variety of long-term assets. The Federal 

Reserve carried out three long-term asset purchase programs and a maturity extension 

program over the period November 2008-October 2014. In total, the Federal Reserve 

purchased around $3.8 trillion in assets, enlarging its balance sheet by a factor of five 

(Bernanke 2020, Kuttner 2018). There are at least three transmission channels through which 

QE may affect capital investment. First, the purchase of private-sector bonds exerts 

downward pressure on corporate yields, reducing their risk premium over riskless 

government Treasuries of similar maturity and lowering borrowing costs for firms (Blinder 

2010).34 Lower borrowing costs encourage firms to issue bonds, which are used to fund new 

investments (Chen et al. 2016, Grimm et al. 2020, Grosse-Rueschkamp et al. 2019).35,36 

Second, buying medium-term and long-term Treasury securities lowers corporate yields in 

 
34 It should be noted that the Federal Reserve limited its purchases to Treasury securities and 

mortgage-backed securities, refraining from purchasing corporate bonds in either primary or 

secondary markets. However, other central banks purchased corporate debt as part of their QE 

programs (Bernanke 2020, Koijen et al. 2017).  
35 A decrease in corporate bond yields resulting from QE policies does not always result in firms 

undertaking new investments. For instance, Todorov (2020) finds that firms that benefited from the 

ECB’s Corporate Sector Purchase Program (CSPP) employed the new funds to increase dividend 

payments.  
36 The mechanism explained in Grosse-Rueschkamp et al. (2019) is closely linked to corporate bond 

yields, but works in a different way. If firms move from bank loans to corporate bonds because of QE 

programs, banks will face lower regulatory and economic constraints, enabling them to increase 

lending to firms that did not benefit from corporate bond purchases. This in turn has a positive impact 

on investment of these firms.  
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those maturities via the bond-lending channel, i.e., by pushing investors into corporate bonds 

and other private-sector securities through portfolio balance effects (Blinder 2012, Gagnon 

et al. 2011, Giambona et al. 2020, Gilchrist and Zakrajšek 2013, Swanson 2021). Lower 

corporate bond yields prompt firms to invest more (Foley-Fisher et al. 2016, Giambona et al. 

2020). Third, lower Treasury and corporate bond yields may result in higher equity prices 

via portfolio balance effects (Bernanke 2020). In search of higher yields, investors are pushed 

into riskier assets, mainly equities. This in turn increases firms’ Tobin’s q, with the 

subsequent positive impact on equity issuances and capital investment. Finally, QE improves 

financial conditions in the economy as a whole, exerting a calming effect on markets and 

favoring the issuance of corporate bonds to finance new investments (Lo Duca et al. 2016). 

This evidence regarding the effects of QE leads us to posit our fifth hypothesis: 

H5. Expansionary QE announcements exert a positive influence on capital investment. 

Forward guidance involves communicating information about the future path of the 

policy rate. According to Campbell et al. (2012), this communication can be Delphic (public 

forecasts of macroeconomic indicators) or Odyssean (a commitment to maintain the policy 

rate at a certain level for a specific period of time or until some policy targets are met).37 

Forward guidance may affect capital investment in three main ways. First, expansionary FG 

announcements have a depressing effect on both components of long-term yield curve rates: 

the term premium and the expected path of short-term interest rates (Smith and Becker 2015). 

 
37 Moessner et al. (2017) introduce a third form of forward guidance communication, which they refer 

to as Aesopian. Like Delphic forward guidance, Aesopian involves communicating forecasts, but 

under special circumstances (e.g., the ELB).  
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This in turn results in lower corporate bond yields via portfolio balance effects (Bernanke 

2020, Campbell et al. 2012, Hansen and McMahon 2016), incentivizing leveraged 

investments at the firm level. Second, expansionary FG announcements lead to higher equity 

prices (Hansen and McMahon 2016, Moessner 2015c), encouraging firms to invest through 

Tobin’s q transmission channel. Finally, expansionary FG announcements tend to reduce 

uncertainty by anchoring expectations about the future path of interest rates (Ehrmann et al. 

2019). Lower uncertainty strengthens the investment-based transmission mechanisms of 

monetary policy by reducing the value of the option to wait vis-à-vis the value of immediate 

commitment (Gulen and Ion 2016, de la Horra et al. 2021)38. Based on this, we state the 

following hypothesis: 

H6. Expansionary FG announcements exert a positive influence on capital investment. 

The impact of unconventional monetary policy on capital investment is not expected to 

be uniform. Asymmetries may arise at the micro level depending on the idiosyncrasy of 

firms. Prior literature suggests that monetary-policy shocks do not affect firms and industries 

equally. For instance, Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) show that investment of large firms 

investment is less sensitive to shifts in monetary policy than that of small firms. Similarly, 

Givens and Reed (2018) find that the effects of monetary policy on investment are unequal 

across different industries and sectors. In contexts of high EPU, these asymmetries may be 

linked to certain characteristics that make some firms less responsive to unconventional 

monetary policy, undermining the efforts of monetary authorities to stimulate investment. 

 
38 De la Horra et al. (2021) contains the findings of Chapter 2, which have been published in the 

International Review of Economics & Finance.  
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We identify at least three characteristics that are linked to the value of a firm’s option to 

postpone its investments: investment irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and opportunity 

costs. 

When EPU increases, capital-intensive firms are more likely to delay new investments 

because the value of the option to wait increases in investment irreversibility (Bloom et al. 

2007, Gulen and Ion 2016). This would make unconventional monetary-policy measures less 

effective in stimulating capital investment. Similarly, operational inflexibility, understood as 

“firms’ [in]ability to adjust their workforce in response to changes in economic conditions” 

(Grullon et al. 2012: p. 1511), has a negative effect on investment in the presence of high 

EPU. In effect, inflexible firms tend to be more cautious before committing to new 

investments due to the high costs of adjusting their workforce, undermining monetary-policy 

efforts to stimulate investment demand. Accordingly, we state the following hypotheses: 

H7. Firms with higher levels of investment irreversibility are less responsive to 

unconventional monetary-policy shocks. 

H8. Firms with higher levels of operational inflexibility are less responsive to unconventional 

monetary-policy shocks. 

Finally, firms with lower opportunity costs may be less affected by unconventional 

monetary policy since the cost of postponing new investments in times of rising EPU is lower 

for these firms. These opportunity costs may emerge in the form of diminished competitive 

advantages (Folta and Miller 2002, Smit and Ankum 1993, Trigeorgis 1991). Firms with 

robust competitive advantages will have fewer incentives to exercise their option to invest 
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immediately since the opportunity costs of not doing so will be lower, reducing the potential 

impact of monetary policy on investment for these firms. Competitive advantages in turn 

depend on a firm’s relative competitive position. Firms with high market power face lower 

opportunity costs since their competitive position is less vulnerable to preemptive actions by 

rivals (Bertola and Caballero 1994, Bontempi et al. 2009). Consequently, our nineth 

hypothesis is stated as follows: 

H9. Firms with higher levels of market power are less responsive to unconventional 

monetary-policy shocks. 

3.2. Empirical analysis 

3.2.1. Model and data 

In this section, we estimate the impact of expansionary QE and FG announcements on capital 

investment using an unbalanced panel of U.S. public firms and quarterly data over the period 

2000-2018.39 As in Chapter 2, we employ the panel VAR methodology developed by Holtz-

Eakin et al. (1988).40 To address potential endogeneity issues, all models are consistently 

estimated using a difference GMM estimator. Time-invariant fixed effects are removed by 

first differencing the model. The variables in differences are instrumented by the lagged 

values of the variables in levels (Abrigo and Love 2016, Arellano and Bond 1991, Holtz-

Eakin et al. 1988, Roodman 2009).41 For each model, all the variables are instrumented using 

 
39 Following prior literature, we exclude financials and utilities (Pindado et al. 2011).  
40 See Chapter 2, section 2.2.1, for an analytical explanation of the panel VAR methodology. See the 

same section for the advantages of panel VAR models.  
41 First-differencing the variables mitigates potential problems of unit roots (Abrigo and Love 2016). 
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the same set of instruments, although each model contains a different set of instruments. 

Hansen’s J statistic is estimated to test the joint validity of each proposed instrument set 

(Hansen 1982). 

Particularly, the following reduced-form panel-VAR model is estimated:  

𝐼𝑖,𝑡 = ∑ 𝛽𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝐼𝑖,𝑡−𝑗 + ∑ 𝛾𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑄𝑖,𝑡−𝑗 + ∑ 𝛿𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝐶𝐹𝑖,𝑡−𝑗 + ∑ 𝜃𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

𝑈𝑀𝑃𝑡−𝑗 +  𝜔𝑖 + 𝜈𝑖,𝑡                 (3) 

where 𝑡 denotes year, 𝑖 denotes firm, and 𝑝 the lag order; 𝐼 is investment; 𝑄 represents 

Tobin’s q; 𝐶𝐹 is a cash-flow variable; 𝑈𝑀𝑃 is an indicator of the Federal Reserve’s 

unconventional monetary-policy measures; 𝜔 is a vector of firm-specific and industry-

specific fixed effects; 𝜈 is the serially-uncorrelated error term; and 𝛽, 𝛾,  and 𝜃 are matrices 

of coefficients capturing the marginal effects of the lagged variables on investment.  

We measure investment as capital expenditures in the quarter of observation divided by 

gross fixed assets at the beginning of the quarter (𝐼𝑖,𝑡) (Carpenter and Guariglia 2008). The 

lagged dependent variable (𝐼𝑖𝑡−1) captures the accelerator effect and the investment 

dynamics (Aivazian et al. 2005). The ratio of enterprise value in the quarter of observation 

to total assets proxies Tobin’s q (𝑄𝑖,𝑡−1) (Pindado et al. 2011). Financial constraints are 

measured using a cash-flow estimate (𝐶𝐹𝑖,𝑡−1), calculated as after-tax profits plus 

depreciation normalized by gross fixed assets at the beginning of the quarter (Carpenter and 
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Guariglia 2008). The three variables enter all models in logarithmic and first difference 

form.42  

We use four different unconventional monetary-policy indicators. We draw upon the 10-

year U.S. government bond yield (10𝑌𝐺𝐵𝑡) and Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield 

(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡). Bernanke (2020) shows that unconventional monetary policy contributed to 

lowering both Treasury and corporate yields. We also employ the shadow rate (𝑆𝑅𝑡) (Wu 

and Xia 2016) as “a summary measure of the stance of monetary policy, including 

nontraditional measures” (Bernanke 2020: p. 965). Finally, we use the Wilshire 5000 Total 

Market Index since there is ample evidence that unconventional monetary policy contributed 

to increasing stock prices (𝑊𝐼𝑡) (Bernanke 2020). Figure 10 shows the evolution of these 

four monetary-policy indicators between 2000 and 2018, while Table 5 displays summary 

statistics for all the above variables.43  

 

 
42 Observations below the 1st percentile and above the 99th percentile are removed. When applying 

the log-transformation, zero-valued observations become missing values. Nonetheless, this does not 

pose a problem since fewer than 0.9% of the observations for the three transformed variables have 

values of zero.  
43 All data were retrieved from the Federal Reserve Banks of St. Louis and Atlanta, and Eikon Reuters. 
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the 10-year U.S. government bond yield (top left), Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond 

yield (top right), the shadow rate (bottom left), and the Wilshire Total Market Index (bottom right) over the 

period 2000Q1-2018Q4. 
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3.2.2. Identification strategy 

The four selected indicators may be influenced by factors other than unconventional 

monetary policy. In order to isolate the effects of unconventional monetary-policy shocks on 

capital investment, we take two steps. First, we build two dummies and interact them with 

each of the monetary-policy indicators. The first dummy (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸) takes the value 1 in 

the quarter when an expansionary QE announcement was made, and 0 otherwise. The second 

dummy (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝐹𝐺) takes the value 1 when an expansionary FG announcement was made, 

and 0 otherwise.44 All announcements were made between 2008Q4 and 2015Q1, a period of 

high EPU.45 Second, we use the Cholesky decomposition and estimate orthogonalized 

impulse-response functions to test the responsiveness of capital investment to unconventional 

monetary-policy shocks, which are measured using the interaction terms described above.46 

A restriction is imposed so that investment reacts with a lag (Sims 1980). 

Our identification strategy draws upon the implicit assumption that expansionary QE 

and FG announcements stimulated the issuance of long-term debt and stock, which was later 

used to fund new investments. Figure 11 displays the evolution of long-term borrowings (left) 

 
44 Expansionary QE announcements have been retrieved from www.yardeni.com/chronology-of-

feds-quantitative-easing/. Expansionary FG announcements can be found at the Federal Reserve 

website  (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 2019). 
45 During this period, the monthly EPU index, which measures economic policy uncertainty, was, on 

average, 37% higher than that of the period 1985Q1-2008Q3. Similarly, the VIX index during the 

same period was, on average, 15% higher than between 1990Q1 and 2008Q3 (there is no data prior 

to 1990). The EPU index and the VIX index are positively correlated, although they differ in several 

aspects. For a detailed discussion of how the EPU index compares with the VIX index and other 

uncertainty measures, see Baker et al. (2016). 
46 To mitigate potential endogeneity problems, the interaction terms also enter the models in first-

difference form. 

http://www.yardeni.com/chronology-of-feds-quantitative-easing/
http://www.yardeni.com/chronology-of-feds-quantitative-easing/
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and stock issuances (right) between 2000 and 2018 for our sample of firms. As shown, there 

was a substantial increase in both long-term borrowings and stock issuances from 2010 and 

2009, respectively. This is in line with the hypothesis that unconventional monetary policy 

play an important role in fostering investment via lower bond yields and higher equity prices, 

which we test hereunder. 

       5                       

Fig. 11. Evolution of long-term borrowings (left) and stock issuances (right) in our sample over the period 

2000-2018. 

 

3.2.3. Full-sample results 

Figure 12 shows the effects of expansionary QE announcements on capital investment.47 A 

one-standard-deviation reduction in the 10-year U.S. government (Moody’s Aaa corporate 

bond yield) resulting from an expansionary QE announcement is associated with a 4.5% 

(5.54%) increase in capital investment. Similarly, an unconventional monetary-policy shock 

that reduces the shadow rate by one standard deviation as a result of an expansionary QE 

announcement is accompanied by 4.96% increase in capital investment. Finally, a one-

 
47 Table H in Appendix A contains the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding to 

Figure 12. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Table I. All models meet the 

stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure D.  
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standard-deviation increase in the Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index after an expansionary 

QE announcement is associated with a 6.66% hike in capital investment. Overall, these 

results seem to support H5.   

                                 

                     

Fig. 12. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when an expansionary QE 

announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸) and four unconventional monetary-policy indicators: the 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield (10𝑌𝐺𝐵𝑡; top left); Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡; top right); the 

shadow rate (𝑆𝑅𝑡; bottom left); and the Wilshire 500 Total Market Index (𝑊𝐼𝑡; bottom right). The shaded area 

represents a 95% confidence interval. 

Figure 13 shows the effects of expansionary FG announcements on capital investment.48 

A one-standard-deviation decrease in the 10-year U.S. government bond yield (Moody’s 

Aaa corporate bond yield) resulting from an expansionary FG announcement is accompanied 

 
48 Table J in Appendix A contains the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding to 

Figure 12. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Table K. All models meet the 

stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure D. 
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by an 8.05% (9.55%) increase in capital investment. When considering the shadow rate as 

the unconventional monetary-policy indicator, results are similar: an unconventional 

monetary-policy shock in the shadow rate as a consequence of an expansionary FG 

announcement is associated with a 3.42% hike in capital investment. Lastly, a one-standard-

deviation increase in the Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index resulting from an expansionary 

FG announcement is related to a 3.18% increase in capital investment. Overall, these results 

confirm H6. 

                     

                     

Fig. 13 Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when an expansionary FG 

announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝐹𝐺) and four unconventional monetary-policy indicators: the 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield (10𝑌𝐺𝐵𝑡; top left); Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡; top right); the 

shadow rate (𝑆𝑅𝑡; bottom left); and the Wilshire 500 Total Market Index (𝑊𝐼𝑡; bottom right). The shaded area 

represents a 95% confidence interval. 
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3.2.4. Robustness tests 

In order to test the robustness of our results, we consider two alternative specifications. First, 

we control for potential industry spillovers by adding the sum of capital expenditures for the 

whole sample lagged four quarters as a control variable and estimate orthogonalized impulse-

response functions. Figures 14 and 15 show the effects on capital investment of expansionary 

QE and FG announcements, respectively.49  

As shown, results are similar in sign and statistical significance, although there are some 

differences in magnitude. Specifically, the impact of expansionary FG announcements seems 

lower after controlling for industry spillovers, especially when using the 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield and the Wilshire 500 Total Market Index as unconventional 

monetary-policy indicators. 

                  

 
49 Tables L and N in Appendix A contain the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding 

to Figures 14 and 15. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Tables M and O. All 

models meet the stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure E. 
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Fig. 14. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when an expansionary QE 

announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸) and four unconventional monetary-policy indicators: 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield (10𝑌𝐺𝐵𝑡; top left); Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡; top right); the 

shadow rate (𝑆𝑅𝑡; bottom left); and the Wilshire 500 Total Market Index (𝑊𝐼𝑡; bottom right). Industry 

spillovers are controlled for. The shaded area represents a 95% confidence interval. 

                     

                     

Fig. 15. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when an expansionary FG 

announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝐹𝐺) and four unconventional monetary-policy indicators: 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield (10𝑌𝐺𝐵𝑡; top left); Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡; top right); the 

shadow rate (𝑆𝑅𝑡; bottom left); and the Wilshire 500 Total Market Index (𝑊𝐼𝑡; bottom right). Industry spillovers 

are controlled for. The shaded area represents a 95% confidence interval. 
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Second, we control for the term spread since unconventional monetary policy has a 

significant influence on the slope of the yield curve (Eberly et al. 2019). To do so, we add 

the spread between 10-year U.S. government bond yield and the 3-month U.S. Treasury Bill 

as a control variable and estimate orthogonalized impulse-response functions. The effects on 

capital investment of expansionary QE and FG announcements after controlling for the term 

spread can be found in Figures 16 and Figures 17, respectively.50 Whereas QE 

announcements have a similar effect when compared to the baseline scenario, the impact of 

FG announcements on capital investment is substantially greater after controlling for the term 

spread for three of the unconventional monetary-policy indicators: the 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield, the shadow rate, and the Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index. 

                     

 

 
50 Tables P and R in Appendix A contain the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding 

to Figures 16 and 17. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Tables Q and S. All 

models meet the stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure F. 
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Fig. 16. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when an expansionary QE 

announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸) and four unconventional monetary-policy indicators: 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield (10𝑌𝐺𝐵𝑡; top left); Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡; top right); the 

shadow rate (𝑆𝑅𝑡; bottom left); and the Wilshire 500 Total Market Index (𝑊𝐼𝑡; bottom right). The term spread 

is controlled for. The shaded area represents a 95% confidence interval. 

                                                             

                                                     

Fig. 17. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when an expansionary FG 

announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝐹𝐺) and four unconventional monetary-policy indicators: 10-year U.S. 

government bond yield (10𝑌𝐺𝐵𝑡; top left); Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡; top right); the 

shadow rate (𝑆𝑅𝑡; bottom left); and the Wilshire 500 Total Market Index (𝑊𝐼𝑡; bottom right). The term spread 

is controlled for. The shaded area represents a 95% confidence interval. 
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3.2.5. Asymmetries at the firm level 

So far, the evidence suggests that unconventional monetary policy has a positive impact on 

capital investment, encouraging firms to undertake new investments. Next, we aim to 

elucidate whether this impact is uniform across firms. 

 According to the real options literature, three specific characteristics may make the 

impact of monetary policy asymmetric at the firm level in contexts of high EPU: investment 

irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and opportunity costs (Bontempi et al. 2009, Grullon 

et al. 2012, Gulen and Ion 2016). We measure investment irreversibility as net property, plant 

and equipment over total assets (𝑃𝑃𝐸𝑖,𝑡) (Gulen and Ion 2016). The rationale is that 

investments in physical assets tend to: 1) require substantial upfront costs; and 2) be specific 

to their line of business. Operational inflexibility (𝑂𝐹𝑖,𝑡) is calculated as fixed costs over sales 

(Agrawal and Hall 2014, Jiang et al. 2006). Firms with high fixed costs will find it more 

difficult to expand or contract operations in response to shifts in economic conditions. 

Finally, opportunity costs resulting from the loss of competitive advantages are measured 

using the price-cost margin (𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑖,𝑡) (Bontempi et al. 2009, Domowitz et al. 1986). Firms 

with high price-cost margins (i.e., high market power) face lower opportunity costs since 

their competitive position is less vulnerable to preemptive actions by rivals. Table 6 displays 

summary statistics for all the above variables.51 

   

 
51 Observations below the 1st percentile and above the 99th percentile have been removed. 
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In order to determine the moderating role of investment irreversibility, operational 

inflexibility, and opportunity costs in the relationship between unconventional monetary 

policy and capital investment, we proceed as follows. First, we build a dummy that takes the 

value 1 when either an expansionary QE or FG announcement was made, and 0 otherwise 

(𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸𝐹𝐺) and interact it with Moody's seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield. We use this 

corporate bond yield as our preferred unconventional monetary-policy indicator since there 

is a strong relationship between corporate yields and capital investment (Giambona et al. 

2020). Furthermore, the evidence suggests that unconventional monetary policy was 

effective at lowering corporate bond yields in the aftermath of the Great Recession (Kuttner 

2018). Second, we divide the sample for each moderating variable using a dummy that takes 

the value 1 when the observation is above the industry median in each quarter, and 0 

otherwise and estimate orthogonalized impulse-response functions to elucidate the 

asymmetric impact of unconventional monetary-policy shocks on capital investment. A 

short-run restriction is imposed so that investment reacts with a lag to unconventional 

monetary-policy shocks (Sims 1980). 
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Results can be found in Figures 18 to 20.52 In all figures, right (left) panels show the 

effect on the subsample where the option value to wait is assumed to be higher (lower) and, 

therefore, the impact of expansionary QE and FG announcements should be lower (higher). 

Figures 18 and 19 display the effects on capital investment of a one-standard-deviation shock 

on the interaction between Aaa Moody’s corporate bond yield and the dummy defined above 

(𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸𝐹𝐺) for firms with low (left) and high (right) levels of investment irreversibility 

and operational inflexibility, respectively. Results seem to confirm H7 and H8: expansionary 

QE and FG announcements are less effective in stimulating investment of firms with higher 

investment irreversibility and higher operational inflexibility. Specifically, an 

unconventional monetary-policy shock is associated with a 20.45% increase in capital 

investment of firms with lower levels of investment irreversibility, whereas it has no effect 

on capital-intensive firms, as shown by the fact that the confidence intervals include the zero 

line (Abrigo and Love 2016). Similarly, flexible firms are more impacted by unconventional 

monetary-policy shocks than inflexible firms, although the difference is barely noticeable. 

Indeed, firms with lower operational inflexibility increase their investment by 4.8% after a 

shock, as opposed to 4.13% for operationally inflexible firms.  

Finally, Figure 20 shows the impact on capital investment of a one-standard-deviation 

shock on the interaction variable for firms with low (left) and high market power (right). 

Results indicate that firms with high market power are less responsive to unconventional 

 
52 Table T in Appendix A contains the estimated first-order, panel VAR models corresponding to 

Figures 18 and 20. Lag-selection criteria can be found in the same appendix, Table U. All models 

meet the stability condition. Stability tests can be found in Appendix A, Figure G. 
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monetary-policy shocks than low-market-power firms, which is line with H9. Specifically, 

an unconventional monetary-policy shock is associated with an 11.14% increase in capital 

investment of firms with low market power, whereas the same shock has no impact on high-

market-power firms.  

                                   

Fig. 18. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of capital investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when either an expansionary QE or 

a FG announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸𝐹𝐺) and Moody’s Aaa corporate bond yield for firms with low 

(left) and high (right) investment irreversibility. 

                            

Fig. 19. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of capital investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when either an expansionary QE or 

a FG announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸𝐹𝐺) and Moody’s Aaa corporate bond yield for firms with low 

(left) and high (right) operational inflexibility. 
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Fig. 20. Orthogonalized impulse-response functions (IRFs). Response of capital investment to a one-standard-

deviation shock to the interaction between a dummy that takes the value 1 when either an expansionary QE or 

a FG announcement was made (𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑄𝐸𝐹𝐺) and Moody’s Aaa corporate bond yield for firms with low 

(left) and high (right) market power. 

 

3.3. In a nutshell 

In the aftermath of the Great Recession, the Federal Reserve was compelled to resort to two 

unconventional monetary-policy tools: quantitative easing and forward guidance. In this 

chapter, we analyze the effectiveness of these tools in stimulating investment. We find that 

expansionary QE and FG announcements have a positive but uneven impact on capital 

investment. Specifically, capital investment is less responsive to unconventional monetary-

policy shocks for firms with higher levels of investment irreversibility, operational 

inflexibility, and market power. 
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Chapter 4. Monetary policy, economic policy uncertainty, and R&D 

investment 

As shown in the previous chapters, the relationship between investment, uncertainty, and 

monetary policy has been the subject of research by economists for decades. The existing 

literature suggests that both firm-level uncertainty and EPU discourage capital investment by 

increasing the value of the option to invest in the future (Baker et al. 2016, Bertola 1998, 

Bloom et al. 2007, Dixit and Pindyck 1994, Gulen and Ion 2016, Henry 1974, Suh and Yang 

2021). Similarly, contractionary monetary policy based on fine-tuning the policy rate tends 

to have a depressing effect on capital investment (Bernanke and Blinder, 1992; Boivin et al., 

2010; Gertler and Gilchrist, 1994; Givens and Reed, 2018; Romer and Romer, 1990). Some 

recent papers have also examined the joint effect of monetary policy and EPU on capital 

investment (Aastveit et al. 2017, de la Horra et al. 2021).  

Interestingly, R&D investment may react differently to EPU and monetary policy. 

According to the real options approach, an investment in an R&D project may result in the 

acquisition of new knowledge or a new technology that provides firms with the option (but 

not the obligation) to undertake a new investment in the future (Dixit and Pindyck 1995). An 

increase (decrease) in uncertainty and interest rates enhances (reduces) the value of growth 

options emerging from R&D projects, encouraging (discouraging) firms to invest in R&D 

(Kester 1984, Mitchell and Hamilton 1988). In this chapter, we analyze the relationship 

between R&D investment, EPU, and monetary policy through the lens of the real options 

approach. Using a panel of U.S. public firms over the period 2000-2019, we find that higher 
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(lower) EPU and contractionary (expansionary) monetary policy exert a positive (negative) 

and significant effect on R&D investment. Furthermore, the interaction of EPU and the 

monetary-policy rate has a negative influence on R&D investment.   

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 presents the theoretical 

framework and research hypotheses. Section 4.2 shows the empirical methodology and 

results. Lastly, Section 4.3 concludes this chapter with a summary of the main findings.  

4.1. Model and hypotheses 

According to the real options approach, an investment in an R&D project is similar to the 

acquisition of a call option (Dixit and Pindyck 1995, Kester 1984, Mitchell and Hamilton 

1988). When an investor purchases a call option on a stock, they acquire the right (but not 

the obligation) to buy the underlying financial asset at a future date. Similarly, a firm that 

undertakes an R&D investment acquires a call option on real assets (i.e., a strategic growth 

option). R&D projects result in intangible assets (e.g., knowledge or innovation capabilities) 

that allow firms to undertake new investments that otherwise would not be available. In this 

sense, R&D projects can be considered platforms that help firms to take advantage of future 

growth opportunities. 

The impact of uncertainty on investment decisions depends on the nature of investments: 

whereas it tends to have a depressing effect on one-step full scale capital investments (Bloom 

et al. 2007), an increase in uncertainty may prompt investments in growth options such as 

R&D projects (Dixit and Pindyck 1995, Estrada et al. 2010). Higher uncertainty increases 

both potential gains and losses from immediate and irreversible full-scale investments, 
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raising their risk adjusted cost of capital and lowering the present value of expected cash 

flows. However, the value of an R&D investment is expected to increase with uncertainty in 

the same way as the value of a financial call option is positively affected by uncertainty. This 

positive relationship stems from the fact that higher uncertainty increases the probability of 

realizing large gains from investing in subsequent underlying projects, but does not increase 

expected losses since an initial investment in R&D does not compel firms to undertake 

further investments (Mitchell and Hamilton 1988, Tiberius et al. 2021). 

Analytically, this result can be easily deduced from the partial derivatives of the value 

of a call option. According to Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973), the present 

value (𝐶0) of a European call option at time 𝑡 = 0 is: 

𝐶0 = 𝑆0 ∙ 𝑒−𝑞𝑇𝑁(𝑑1) − 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇𝑁(𝑑2)       (4) 

where 𝑆0 represents the present value of the underlying asset; 𝑇 and 𝑋 are the option’s time 

to maturity and exercise price, respectively; 𝑟 is the risk-free interest rate; 𝑞 and 𝜎 are, 

respectively, the cash-flow yield and the volatility of the underlying asset; N(·) is the 

cumulative normal distribution, and, finally, 𝑑1 =
ln(

𝑆0
𝑋

)+(𝑟−𝑞+
𝜎2

2
)∙𝑇

𝜎∙√𝑇
 , and 𝑑2 = 𝑑1 − 𝜎 ∙ √𝑇. 

Assuming that S, X, q, and r are independent of 𝜎, the partial derivative of Eq. (4) with respect 

to the volatility of the underlying asset (𝜎) is: 

𝜕𝐶0

𝜕𝜎
= 𝑆0 ∙ 𝑒−𝑞𝑇 ∙ 𝑛(𝑑1) ∙

𝜕𝑑1

𝜕𝜎
− 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇 ∙ 𝑛(𝑑2) ·

𝜕𝑑2

𝜕𝜎
              (5) 
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Since 𝑛(𝑑1) =
1

√2𝜋
𝑒

−𝑑1
2

2  and 𝑛(𝑑2) = 𝑛(𝑑1) ·
𝑆

𝑋
· 𝑒(𝑟−𝑞)∙𝑇, and given that 

𝜕𝑑1

𝜕𝜎
=

−𝑙𝑛(
𝑆

𝑋
)−(𝑟−𝑞)·𝑇

𝜎2√𝑇
+

1

2
√𝑇 =

𝜕𝑑2

𝜕𝜎
+ √𝑇, we obtain:  

𝜕𝐶0

𝜕𝜎
= 𝑆0 ∙ 𝑒−𝑞𝑇𝑛(𝑑1) ∙ √𝑇 (6) 

where n(·) is the normal probability density function and, therefore,  
𝜕𝐶0

𝜕𝜎
  is always positive. 

The underlying asset of an R&D growth option is the capital investment that the firm 

will undertake provided that the R&D project yields positive results. The volatility of the 

underlying investment (i.e., the variability of the potential cash flows it is expected to 

generate in the future; Santiago and Vakili, 2005) will thus be affected by both endogenous 

and exogenous uncertainty. Endogenous uncertainty can be partially reduced by the outcome 

of the R&D investment. In contrast, exogenous uncertainty (e.g., the one resulting from the 

economic policy carried out by governments) cannot be dealt with by the action of individual 

firms (Estrada et al. 2010, Folta and O’Brien 2004). Accordingly, we state the following 

hypothesis: 

H10. Higher (lower) EPU exerts a positive (negative) influence on R&D investment.  

Similarly, the monetary-policy rate may also have a positive influence on R&D 

investment. Capital expenditures are negatively affected by interest rates as the opportunity 

cost of one-step full scale investments increases when interest rates rise. In contrast, R&D 

outcomes are growth options to undertake new capital investments in the future. Since growth 

options are postponed investments, higher interest rates decrease the present value of their 
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exercise prices (future outlays) (Kester 1984). As a result, an increase in the monetary-policy 

rate should have a positive impact on R&D investment. Analytically, assuming that S, X, q 

and 𝜎 are independent of r, and taking the first-order partial derivative of Eq. (4) with respect 

to the risk-free rate (𝑟), we obtain: 

𝜕𝐶0

𝜕𝑟
= 𝑆0 ∙ 𝑒−𝑞𝑇 ∙ 𝑛(𝑑1) ∙

𝜕𝑑1

𝜕𝑟
+ 𝑇 · 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇 ∙ 𝑁(𝑑2) − 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇 ∙ 𝑛(𝑑2) ·

𝜕𝑑2

𝜕𝑟
                      (7) 

Given that   
𝜕𝑑1

𝜕𝑟
=

𝜕𝑑2

𝜕𝑟
=

√𝑇

𝜎
, it follows that:  

𝜕𝐶0

𝜕𝑟
= 𝑇 ∙ 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇𝑁(𝑑2)                     (8) 

which is always positive.  

This leads us to posit the following hypothesis: 

H11. Contractionary (expansionary) monetary policy exerts a positive (negative) influence 

on R&D investment. 

Finally, a simultaneous increase (decrease) in EPU and the monetary-policy rate may 

have an additional effect on R&D investment. To elucidate such a joint effect, we take 

second-order mixed partial derivatives of Eq. (4) with respect to 𝜎 and r:  

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑟𝜕𝜎
=  

𝜕

𝜕𝜎
[𝑇 ∙ 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇𝑁(𝑑2)] = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇 ∙ 𝑛(𝑑2) ∙

𝜕𝑑2

𝜕𝜎
                                               (9) 

Given that 
𝜕𝑑2

𝜕𝜎
=

−𝑙𝑛(
𝑆

𝑋
)−(𝑟−𝑞)·𝑇

𝜎2√𝑇
−

1

2
√𝑇 , it follows that:     

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑟𝜕𝜎
=  𝑇 ∙ 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇 ∙ 𝑛(𝑑2) ∙ [

−𝑙𝑛(
𝑆

𝑋
)−(𝑟−𝑞)·𝑇

𝜎2√𝑇
−

1

2
√𝑇]    (10) 
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or 

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑟𝜕𝜎
= −𝑇 ∙ 𝑋 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟𝑇 ∙ 𝑛(𝑑2) ∙

𝑑1

𝜎
                                                             (11) 

which will be negative as long as  
𝑆0

𝑋
> 𝑒−[

1

2
∙𝜎2+(𝑟−𝑞)]∙𝑇. This condition holds for R&D 

projects that are not deeply out of the money. Since out-the-money R&D projects are less 

likely to be undertaken, the negative impact is expected to predominate. Accordingly, we 

state our last hypothesis:  

H12. The interaction between EPU and the monetary-policy rate exerts a negative influence 

on R&D investment.  

4.2. Empirical analysis 

4.2.1. Data and methodology 

We build a database comprising 8,472 U.S. public firms for the period 2000-2019. Our 

sample covers U.S. companies filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission except 

financial firms.53 Two different types of data are used in our empirical analysis. First, we 

draw upon firm-level accounting data from Refinitiv Eikon. Second, macroeconomic 

variables are retrieved from Economic Policy Uncertainty and the Federal Reserve Bank of 

St. Louis.54  

 
53 Financial firms correspond to Thomson Reuters Business Classification codes 5510-5560.  
54 Sources: http://policyuncertainty.com/ and https://fred.stlouisfed.org/.  

http://policyuncertainty.com/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/
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In order to test the impact of EPU and the monetary-policy rate on R&D investment, we 

propose a panel-data model that allows unobserved heterogeneity to be controlled for. Our 

baseline specification is as follows: 

𝑅𝐷𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2𝑈𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑡 + 𝛽4(𝑈𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑡) +  𝜣′𝑿𝒊,𝒕 +  𝜔𝑖 + µ𝑡 +  𝜈𝑖,𝑡 ,      (8)  

where 𝑖 denotes the firm; 𝑡 denotes the year; 𝑅𝐷 represents R&D investment; 𝑈 is EPU; 𝑀𝑃𝑅 

is the monetary-policy rate; 𝑿 is a vector of control variables at the firm level; 𝜷′ =

(𝛽1 𝛽2 𝛽3    𝛽4) and 𝜣′ are parameter vectors; 𝜔 and µ are firm and time fixed effects, 

respectively; and 𝜈 is the error term satisfying classical panel data model assumptions. 

We use three different proxies to measure R&D investment. The first (𝑅𝐷1𝑖,𝑡) is the 

natural logarithm of R&D investment (Cho and Lee 2020, Czarnitzki and Toole 2011, 2013). 

The second measure is R&D investment over total investment (𝑅𝐷2𝑖,𝑡), where total 

investment is defined as capital expenditures plus R&D investment (Peia and Romelli 2020). 

Finally, R&D investment scaled by total assets (𝑅𝐷3𝑖,𝑡) is our last proxy for the dependent 

variable (Zhang et al. 2020). EPU (𝑈𝑡)  is measured using the natural logarithm of the EPU 

index (Baker et al. 2016). The monetary-policy rate (𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑡) is proxied by the fed funds rate 

(Bernanke and Blinder 1992, Zhang et al. 2020). Following Peia and Romelli (2020), our 

model includes five firm-level control variables: total liabilities over total assets 

(𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,𝑡), the natural logarithm of sales (𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖,𝑡), the natural logarithm of total assets 

(𝑇𝐴𝑖,𝑡), working capital normalized by total assets (𝑊𝐶𝑖,𝑡), and capital expenditures scaled 

by total assets (𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑖,𝑡).  
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Gulen and Ion (2016) suggest that introducing time fixed effects in a model with the 

EPU index would absorb all the explanatory power of the uncertainty variable. As a result, 

our model does not include time fixed effects. However, we still need to control for 

macroeconomic forces. In order to do so, we follow Gulen and Ion (2016) and introduce the 

growth rate of real GDP in our model (𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡). Table 7 shows the descriptive statistics for all 

the variables. 
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4.2.2. Results 

Based on Eq. (8), we estimate three different models using each of the proxies for R&D 

investment. The estimation is performed using a within or fixed-effects estimator and Huber-

White robust standard errors to overcome problems of heteroskedasticity (De Bandt and 

Davis 2000, Davis and Karim 2019).55 A wide array of controls is introduced in the three 

models, including firm-level variables, a macroeconomic variable, and firm fixed effects. 

Results can be found in Table 8. EPU (𝑈𝑡) is positive and highly significant in the three 

models, which seems to support H10: higher (lower) EPU increases (decreases) the value of 

R&D growth options, encouraging firms to undertake R&D investments. Our results align 

with those of Vo and Le (2017), who find a positive relationship between uncertainty and 

R&D investment. Similarly, contractionary (expansionary) monetary policy (𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑡) seems 

to have a positive (negative) impact on R&D investment as stated by H11.56 These results are 

analogous to those in Dongyang et al. (2020), who show that U.S. contractionary monetary 

policy has a positive influence on the R&D investment of Chinese firms. Finally, the negative 

and significant coefficient of the interaction term supports H12.57 This result suggests that 

when high EPU and contractionary monetary-policy rate concur, the individual effect of these 

variables is partially offset. Although statistically significant, the economic relevance of the 

 
55 We choose a fixed-effects specification over a random-effects model according to the Hausman 

test (Hausman 1978), which can be found in Appendix A, Table V.  
56 Note that 𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑡 is positive but insignificant in the model explaining 𝑅𝐷2𝑖,𝑡. This might be due to 

the fact that the denominator of 𝑅𝐷2𝑖,𝑡 is also including investments in growth options different from 

R&D projects. 
57 This effect is not significant when using 𝑅𝐷2𝑖,𝑡 as a proxy for R&D investment. As in the previous 

footnote, the reason might be that the denominator of 𝑅𝐷2𝑖,𝑡 is capturing investments in growth 

options other than R&D projects.  
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interaction effect is low compared to the direct effect of EPU and the monetary-policy rate 

on R&D investment. 

  

4.3. In a nutshell 

In this chapter, we analyze the impact of EPU and monetary policy on R&D investment 

through the lens of the real options approach. The main conclusion is optimistic: increasing 

EPU and contractionary monetary policy do not deter corporate investment in R&D. On the 

contrary, we find that they exert a positive influence that is only partially offset when both 

EPU and monetary-policy rate grow together. However, no less noteworthy is the other side 
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of the lesson: an expansionary monetary policy aimed at encouraging corporate investment 

is likely to discourage innovation, particularly if served with decreasing EPU. 
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Chapter 5. Concluding remarks, policy implications, and future research 

This Ph.D. dissertation investigates the effects of monetary policy and EPU on corporate 

investment in both capital assets and R&D. In order to carry out this task, we draw upon four 

strands of the literature, namely capital investment under uncertainty, the effects of 

conventional monetary policy on the real economy, the impact of unconventional monetary 

policy in the aftermath of the Great Recession, and R&D investment in the context of the real 

options approach. Based on this literature, three research gaps are identified and addressed 

in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. 

Chapter 2 investigates how policy-rate-based monetary policy affects capital investment 

in contexts high and low EPU. Using a panel of U.S. firms, we find that corporate investment 

is less sensitive to expansionary monetary-policy shocks when EPU increases. We also show 

that the impact of conventional monetary policy on capital investment is asymmetric at the 

firm level. Concretely, in the presence of high EPU, firms with higher levels of investment 

irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and market power are less responsive to 

expansionary monetary policy.  

Chapter 3 looks into the effects of unconventional monetary policy in the aftermath of 

the Great Recession in the U.S. Particularly, we analyze the influence of expansionary QE 

and FG announcements on capital investment. We find that both unconventional monetary-

policy tools were effective in fostering corporate investment. In addition, we show that the 

effects of QE and FG are not uniform across firms: firms with higher investment 
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irreversibility, operational inflexibility, and market power are less affected by 

unconventional monetary-policy shocks.  

Chapter 4 explores the connections between monetary policy, EPU, and R&D 

investment. Based on the Black-Scholes-Merton option-pricing model, we develop three 

research hypotheses and test them empirically using a fixed-effects model. We find that both 

EPU and contractionary monetary policy have a positive impact on R&D investment. 

However, the interaction between EPU and the monetary-policy rate exerts a negative 

influence on innovation investments, partially offsetting the positive impact of each variable 

alone. 

Several policy implications can be drawn from our findings. First, given the importance 

of EPU to economic activity and, more specifically, to capital investment, political authorities 

should commit themselves to maintaining political stability and undertaking predictable 

economic policies in order to prevent uncertainty from rising, particularly in moments of 

economic turmoil. Second, central banks should focus their efforts on reducing uncertainty, 

as the transmission mechanisms of conventional monetary policy become less effective in 

high EPU contexts. In this sense, unconventional monetary-policy policies such as forward 

guidance can be useful tools in anchoring economic agents’ expectations, thereby reducing 

EPU and helping the economy to recover after a crisis.  

Third, the asymmetric effects of both conventional and unconventional monetary policy 

when EPU is high should lead monetary authorities to factor in the firm-level impact of 

monetary policy to enhance its effectiveness in times of economic distress. For instance, 
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central banks could limit their corporate bond purchasing programs to those sectors and 

subsectors that are more likely to be affected by expansionary monetary-policy shocks. 

Fourth, given the negative influence of expansionary monetary policy on innovation, 

governments could provide tax incentives on R&D investments in times of economic distress 

to encourage firms to undertake new R&D projects. Lastly, the negative effect of a decrease 

in EPU on R&D investment could be offset via R&D subsidies aimed at incentivizing such 

investments when the economy is growing.  

Future research could go in two directions. First, a potential line of research could 

examine the existence of asymmetries based on other firm-level characteristics with the aim 

of improving our understanding of the investment-based transmission mechanisms of both 

conventional and unconventional monetary policy. Similarly, there might be firm-level 

asymmetries in the effects of EPU and monetary policy on R&D investment analyzed in 

Chapter 4. Future research could try to detect and explore if such asymmetries exist and to 

what extent they affect R&D investment in different sectors and types of firms. Another line 

of research could draw upon our analysis in Chapter 4 but replacing R&D projects for 

investments in non-R&D growth options. This may provide a further attractive test for our 

hypotheses and their policy implications. 
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Appendix A – Tables and Figures 
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Figure A – Stability tests: Figures 1 and 2 

 
Figure 1 

        
 Figure 2 (low)   Figure 2 (high) 

Fig. A. Stability tests corresponding to Table A. All the eigenvalues lie inside the 

unit circle. Therefore, all models satisfy the stability condition. 
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Figure B – Stability tests: Figures 4 to 6 

  
Figure 4 (low)   Figure 4 (high) 

  
Figure 5 (low)   Figure 5 (high) 

                    
Figure 6 CS (low)  Figure 6 CS (high) 

  
Figure 6 TS (low)  Figure 6 TS (high) 

Fig. B. Stability tests corresponding to Table D. All the eigenvalues lie inside 

the unit circle. Therefore, all models satisfy the stability condition. 
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Figure C – Stability tests: Figures 7 to 9 

   
Figure 7 (low)   Figure 7 (high) 

   
Figure 8 (low)  Figure 8 (high) 

       
Figure 9 (low)  Figure 9 (high) 

Fig. C. Stability tests corresponding to Table F. All the eigenvalues lie inside 

the unit circle. Therefore, all models satisfy the stability condition. 
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Figure D – Stability tests: Figures 12 and 13 

  
Figure 12a    Figure 12b 

  
Figure 12c    Figure 12d 

  
Figure 13a    Figure 13b 

  
Figure 13c    Figure 13d 

Fig. D. Stability tests corresponding to Tables H and J. All the eigenvalues 

lie inside the unit circle. Therefore, all models satisfy the stability condition. 
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Figure E – Stability tests: Figures 14 and 15 

  
Figure 14a    Figure 14b 

  
Figure 14c    Figure 14d 

   
Figure 15a    Figure 15b 

   
Figure 15c   Figure 15d 

Fig. E. Stability tests corresponding to Tables L and N. All the eigenvalues 

lie inside the unit circle. Therefore, all models satisfy the stability condition. 
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Figure F – Stability tests: Figures 16 and 17 

   
Figure 16a    Figure 16b 

  
Figure 16c    Figure 16d 

 

  
Figure 17a   Figure 17b 

  
Figure 17c   Figure 17d 

Fig. F. Stability tests corresponding to Tables P and R. All the eigenvalues 

lie inside the unit circle. Therefore, all models satisfy the stability condition. 
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Figure G – Stability tests: Figures 18 to 20 

  
Figure 18 (low)   Figure 18 (high) 

  
Figure 19 (low)   Figure 19 (high) 

  
Figure 20 (low)    Figure 20 (high)   

Fig. G. Stability tests corresponding to Table T. All the eigenvalues lie inside 

the unit circle. Therefore, all models satisfy the stability condition. 

 

 


